Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition & R

Our primary businesses are in the defense and transportation industries. For the year ended September 30, 2011, 68% of sales were derived
from defense systems and services, while 32% were derived from transportation fare collection systems and other commercial operations. These
include high technology businesses that design, manufacture and integrate complex systems, and provide essential services to meet the needs
of various federal and regional government agencies in the U.S. and other nations around the world. The U.S. Government remains our largest
customer, accounting for approximately 56% of sales in 2011 compared to 57% in 2010 and 58% in 2009.
Cubic Transportation Systems (CTS) develops and delivers innovative fare collection systems for public transit authorities worldwide. We
provide hardware, software and multiagency, multimodal transportation integration technologies as well as a full scope of operational services
that allow the agencies to efficiently collect fares, manage their operations, reduce fare evasion and make using public transit a more convenient
and attractive option for commuters.
Cubic Defense Systems (CDS) is focused on two primary lines of business: Training Systems and Communications. The segment is a diversified
supplier of live and virtual military training systems, and communication systems and products to the U.S. Department of Defense, other U.S.
government agencies and allied nations. We design instrumented range systems for fighter aircraft, armored vehicles and infantry force-on-force
live training; weapons effects simulations; laser-based tactical and communication systems; and precision gunnery solutions. Our communications
products are aimed at intelligence, surveillance, and search and rescue markets. In 2010, through two acquisitions, we added new product lines
including multi-band communication tracking devices, and cross domain hardware solutions to address multi-level security requirements.
Mission Support Services (MSS) is a leading provider of highly specialized support services to the U.S. Government and allied nations. Services
provided include live, virtual, and constructive training; real-world mission rehearsal exercises; professional military education; intelligence
support; information technology, information assurance and related cyber support; development of military doctrine; consequence management,
infrastructure protection, and force protection; as well as support to field operations, force deployment and redeployment, and logistics.

Consolidated Overview
Sales increased 8% in fiscal 2011 after increasing 17% in 2010, due to growth in all three business segments in both years. Sales grew to
$1.285 billion in 2011, compared to $1.194 billion in 2010 and $1.017 billion in 2009. Approximately half of our growth in 2011 was organic,
and half of our growth was the result of our acquisition of Abraxas in December 2010, which added $50.0 million to our 2011 revenue.
Our sales would have increased by 3% without the addition of Abraxas, and sales in our MSS segment would have declined 4% absent this
acquisition. The average exchange rates between the prevailing currencies in our foreign operations and the U.S. Dollar resulted in an increase
in sales of $21.5 million for the year.
More than 80% of the growth in 2010 was organic, while the remainder came from the consolidation of TranSys, a variable interest entity (VIE),
and from two small acquisitions we made during 2010. The VIE added $29.9 million to 2010 sales; however these sales had no net margin and
therefore had no effect on operating income. Sales growth in 2010 without consolidation of the VIE would have been approximately 15%. See
the segment discussions following for further information about segment sales.
Operating income increased 6% to $112.3 million in 2011 compared to $105.5 million last year. Improved margins and higher sales in our
defense systems segment contributed significantly to the increase in our operating income. Operating income growth in 2011 was limited
somewhat by an increase in our investments in two businesses acquired in 2010 that are developing cross domain and global asset tracking
products. The operating losses for these two businesses totaled $11.3 million in 2011 compared to $3.0 million in 2010. Abraxas incurred an
operating loss of $3.5 million for 2011, which included amortization of intangible assets of $8.2 million for the year as well as acquisition costs
of $0.7 million. A $4.2 million gain was recorded in 2010 related to the recovery of a receivable that had been reserved for in previous years,
which positively impacted our 2010 operating income as described below. The average exchange rates between the prevailing currencies in
our foreign operations and the U.S. Dollar resulted in an increase in operating income of $3.4 million for 2011.
Our operating income increased 25% in 2010 to $105.5 million from $84.7 million in 2009. The operating results for 2009 had included a
provision for an uncollectable receivable of $3.1 million; however, in 2010 we were able to recover the full amount plus attorney’s fees, costs
and interest, bringing the total recovery to $4.2 million. If the $4.2 million were subtracted from the 2010 results, and $3.1 million added back
to the 2009 results, operating income would have increased about 15% in 2010, commensurate with the increase in sales. See the segment
discussions following for further information about segment operating income.
Net income attributable to Cubic increased to $84.8 million ($3.17 per share) in 2011 from $70.6 million ($2.64 per share) in 2010 and $55.7
million ($2.08 per share) in 2009. Higher net income in both 2011 and 2010 resulted primarily from the improvement in operating income, as
described above. Our net income also increased in 2011 due to the decrease in our effective tax rate described below, and due to the impact
of foreign currency exchange rate changes on U.S. dollar denominated investments held by our wholly-owned subsidiary in the U.K., that has
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the British Pound as its functional currency. The impact of exchange rates on these U.S. dollar denominated investments is recorded as other
non-operating income and resulted in a gain of $2.3 million in 2011 after taxes, or $0.09 per share. There was no net gain or loss recorded on
these investments in 2010 or 2009 due to the impact of foreign currency exchange rates. Net income in 2009 had also included a provision for
settlement of a lawsuit of $1.4 million that reduced net income by approximately $0.9 million, after taxes, or $0.03 per share.
The gross margin from product sales was 29.2% in 2011, compared to 28.1% in 2010 and 25.1% in 2009. Improved performance from our
defense systems training business primarily accounted for the increases in 2011 and 2010. The gross margin from service sales was 19.0% in
2011 compared to 13.1% in 2010 and 16.1% in 2009. The primary reasons for the increase in gross margins from services in 2011 were the
improvement in margin and increase in service revenue related to our transportation business in the U.K. and Australia, as well as the gross
margin from 2011 Abraxas sales since the acquisition in December 2010. In addition, MSS recorded a provision of $2.0 million in 2010 related
to a dispute with a customer over contract terms. This dispute was settled in 2011 resulting in a gain of $1.4 million. The primary reason for the
decrease in gross margin on services in 2010 was the consolidation of TranSys, as mentioned above. This added nearly $30 million to sales in
2010, but at a very low gross margin, because this VIE was designed as a pass-through entity and was intended to break-even.
Selling, general and administrative (SG&A) expenses increased to $155.0 million or 12.1% of sales in 2011, compared to $120.8 million or
10.1% of sales in 2010 and $111.8 million or 11.0% of sales in 2009. The increase in SG&A expenses in 2011 was primarily due to increased
business development expenses for two defense systems businesses acquired in 2010, as well as increased business development expenses
related to other businesses within our defense systems segment. The acquisition of Abraxas in the MSS segment added to 2011 SG&A expense.
In 2011, we also incurred more bid and proposal costs as a percentage of revenue throughout the organization, and more SG&A costs related
to the growth of our transportation systems business in Australia and the U.K. In addition, in 2009 we had established a $3.1 million allowance
for doubtful accounts receivable related to a company - through which we sold training systems products to the U.S. government - because they
failed to pass on to us cash they collected from the government on our behalf. In 2010, we were able to collect the entire amount plus attorney’s
fees, costs and interest, for a total recovery in 2010 of $4.2 million. As a result, the provision for bad debts and related reversal impacted the
ratio of SG&A expense to sales between 2011, 2010 and 2009. The increase in 2010 SG&A expenses compared to 2009 was due primarily
to increased bid and proposal costs, and growth of our business in Australia.
Company-sponsored research and development (R&D) spending totaled $25.3 million in 2011 compared to $19.0 million in 2010 and $8.2
million in 2009. Our increased R&D expenditures in 2011 were primarily related to the development of products by the two defense companies
we acquired in 2010, including multi-band communication tracking devices and cross domain hardware solutions to address multi-level security
requirements. We also increased R&D spending in 2011 and 2010 related to new technologies for ground combat training systems in our
defense systems business. A significant portion of our R&D spending is incurred in connection with the performance of work on our contracts. The
amount of contract required development activity in 2011 was approximately $72 million compared to $63 million in 2010, and $54 million in
2009; however, these costs are included in cost of sales, rather than R&D, as they are directly related to contract performance.
Amortization expense increased to $14.7 million or 1.1% of sales in 2011, compared to $6.8 million or 0.6% of sales in 2010 and $6.4 million
or 0.6% of sales in 2009. The increase in 2011 was primarily due to our acquisition of Abraxas in December 2010.
Interest and dividend income was $2.6 million in 2011, compared to $1.6 million in 2010 and $1.7 million in 2009. Interest and dividend
income increased in 2011 due to the increase in local currencies held by our wholly-owned subsidiaries in New Zealand and Australia. These
foreign investments earned a higher interest rate in 2011 than our other cash and short term investments. Other Income (Expense) netted to
income of $4.2 million in 2011, $0.6 million in 2010 and $0.9 million in 2009. The increase in other income in 2011 was caused by the impact
of foreign currency exchange rate changes on U.S. Dollar denominated investments held by our wholly-owned subsidiary in the U.K. that has
the British Pound as its functional currency. The impact of exchange rates on these U.S. Dollar denominated investments is recorded as other nonoperating income and resulted in a gain of $3.2 million in 2011. There was no net gain or loss recorded on these investments in 2010 or 2009
due to the impact of foreign currency exchange rates. Interest expense decreased to $1.5 million in 2011, compared to $1.8 million in 2010 and
$2.0 million in 2009 due to a reduction in long-term borrowings over the three year period.
Our effective tax rate for 2011 was 27.7% of pretax income compared to 33.3% in 2010 and 34.7% in 2009. Our effective tax rate decreased
in 2011 from 2010 primarily due to the increase in the amount of our income earned in foreign tax jurisdictions that is taxed at lower rates
than the U.S. federal statutory tax rate. We do not provide for U.S. taxes on earnings of our foreign subsidiaries, as we consider them to be
permanently reinvested. Our effective tax rate also decreased in 2011 due to an increase in R&D and other income tax credits. In addition,
in the quarter ended December 31, 2010 the U.S. Congress retroactively reinstated the R&D credit, which had expired in December 2009.
Because the reinstatement was retroactive, in addition to the benefit for the 2011 R&D credit, the first quarter provision this year benefitted by
$1.5 million, which is the estimated credit we will realize in our fiscal 2010 tax return. In 2011 we also recorded a benefit of $1.3 million due to
the reversal of uncertain tax positions relating to statute expirations.
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The effective tax rate decreased in 2010 compared to 2009 primarily because of the reversal of tax contingency provisions, due to the
expiration of statutes, totaling $1.7 million compared to only $0.1 million in 2009. These factors were partially offset by a lower R&D credit
realized in 2010 because U.S. Congress allowed the credit to expire as of December 31, 2009.
Our effective tax rate could be affected in future years by, among other factors, the mix of business between U.S. and foreign jurisdictions, our
ability to take advantage of available tax credits, and audits of our records by taxing authorities.

Transportation Systems Segment

2011

Years ended September 30,

2010

2009

(in millions)
Transportation Systems Sales

$

415.4

$

386.0

$

303.4

Transportation Systems Operating Income

$

56.0

$

54.7

$

44.1

CTS sales increased 8% to $415.4 million in 2011 compared to $386.0 million in 2010. Sales were up in Europe and Australia, but decreased
in North America. The overall increase in sales was primarily due to higher revenue from our new contract in Vancouver, B.C. Canada, our
contract with Transport for London (TfL) and our contracts in Sydney and Brisbane, Australia. Partially offsetting these increases were lower sales
from a gating system contract in Southern California which was completed in 2010 and lower sales in the San Francisco Bay area. The average
exchange rates between the prevailing currencies in our foreign operations and the U.S. Dollar resulted in an increase in sales of $16.2 million
for the year.
CTS sales increased 27% in 2010 to $386.0 million from $303.4 million in 2009. Sales were higher in 2010 from work in the San Francisco
Bay area, our contract with TfL, the installation of a gating system in Southern California, and from a new contract in Sydney, Australia. These
increases were partially offset by lower sales from a system installation contract in Florida, which was completed early in 2010, and from train
operating companies in the U.K. A portion of the sales increase from the TfL contract resulted from consolidation of the company’s 50% owned
subsidiary, TranSys, beginning in March of 2010. This newly consolidated subsidiary added $29.9 million to sales in 2010. The average
exchange rates between the prevailing currencies in our foreign operations and the U.S. dollar had no significant impact on sales for 2010
compared to 2009.
CTS operating income improved to $56.0 million in 2011 from $54.7 million in 2010, an increase of 2%. Operating income was higher on
increased revenue from our contracts in the U.K. and Australia, and our operating margin percentage increased in Australia due to a reduction in
bid and proposal costs in 2011 compared to costs incurred in 2010 to secure the Sydney contract. Partially offsetting these increases were lower
operating income on lower sales from the gating system customer in Southern California mentioned above. In addition, in 2010 we received
a contract modification that resolved a contingency on a contract in Europe, resulting in a reversal of a $1.6 million reserve that added to
operating income in 2010. The average exchange rates between the prevailing currencies in our foreign operations and the U.S. Dollar resulted
in an increase in operating income of $1.7 million for 2011.
Operating income from CTS increased 24% in 2010 to $54.7 million from $44.1 million in 2009. Increased income resulted from higher sales
and margins in North America and from slightly higher operating profits from European operations. A contract modification received in 2010
resolved a contingency on a contract in Europe, allowing us to reverse a reserve of $1.6 million that had been recorded in 2009. Results from
European operations for 2010 also included a pension curtailment charge of $0.7 million. Results in 2009 had included contract restructuring
agreements that added $1.6 million to operating income and a foreign currency exchange gain that added $1.4 million. The additional sales
from TranSys mentioned above did not add to operating income, because TranSys operated on a break-even basis, as it was designed to do. The
average exchange rates between the prevailing currencies in our foreign operations and the U.S. dollar had no significant impact on operating
income for 2010 compared to 2009.
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Defense Systems Segment
2011

Years ended September 30,

2010

2009

(in millions)
Defense Systems Sales
Training systems

$

339.7

$

41.3

Communications

$

61.9

11.7

Other

297.4

238.5
45.4

3.5

1.5

$

392.7

$

362.8

$

285.4

$

45.9

$

26.9

$

16.2

Defense Systems Operating Income
Training systems

6.8

Communications

(14.8)

Other
$

37.9

$

4.3

3.4

(2.5)

(0.6)

28.7

$

19.0

Training Systems
Training systems sales were up 14% for 2011 to $339.7 million from $297.4 million last year. Higher sales from air combat training, ground
combat training, and MILES (Multiple Integrated Laser Engagement Simulation) equipment all contributed to the increase. Sales of air combat
training systems to the U.S. military and to customers in the Far East grew this year. Increases in ground training system sales in the U.K. more
than offset decreases in sales of ground training systems to customers in the Far East. The average exchange rates between the prevailing
currencies in our foreign operations and the U.S. Dollar resulted in an increase in training system sales of $5.3 million for 2011.
Training systems sales increased 25% in 2010 to $297.4 million compared to $238.5 million in 2009. Sales were higher in 2010 from all major
product lines, including air and ground combat training systems, MILES equipment, and small arms training systems. Significant fourth quarter
deliveries of air combat training systems to the U.S. military helped to push sales higher for 2010, more than offsetting lower air combat training
sales to customers in the Far East. Sales were also higher for the year from a ground combat training system contract for a customer in the Far
East. The average exchange rates between the prevailing currencies in our foreign operations and the U.S. dollar had no significant impact on
sales for 2010 compared to 2009.
Operating income for training systems increased 71% to $45.9 million in 2011 compared to $26.9 million in 2010. The growth in operating
income was primarily attributable to improved margins from the sale of a ground combat training system to a customer in the Far East, increased
operating income on higher sales of air combat training systems to the U.S. military and to a customer in the Far East, and improved margins
on increased sales of MILES equipment. The 2010 operating income for training systems was positively impacted by the $4.2 million bad
debt recovery described below. We invested $3.4 million in 2011 and a similar amount in 2010 in the development of new ground combat
training technology for tactical vehicles, which limited our operating income in both years. The average exchange rates between the prevailing
currencies in our foreign operations and the U.S. Dollar resulted in an increase in training systems operating income of $1.8 million for 2011.
Training systems operating income increased 66% in 2010 to $26.9 million, from $16.2 million in 2009. Higher sales from the ground combat
training system in the Far East mentioned above added to operating income in 2010, as well as higher sales and improved profit margins from
MILES. In addition, in 2009 we had established a $3.1 million allowance for doubtful accounts receivable related to a company - through
which we sold training systems products to the U.S. government - because they failed to pass on to us cash they collected from the government
on our behalf. In 2010, we were able to collect the entire amount plus attorney’s fees, costs and interest, for a total recovery in 2010 of $4.2
million. These improvements were partially offset by lower operating income from lower sales of air combat training systems to customers in the
Far East where we had realized higher margins in 2009. In addition, in the fourth quarter of 2010, we invested $3.2 million in the development
of new ground combat training technology for tactical vehicles, which limited growth in our operating income in 2010. The average exchange
rates between the prevailing currencies in our foreign operations and the U.S. dollar had no significant impact on operating income for 2010
compared to 2009.
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Communications
Communications sales declined 33% to $41.3 million in 2011 from $61.9 million in 2010. Sales of data links and power amplifiers decreased
this year, while sales of personnel locater systems were relatively consistent between years.
Communications sales grew 36% in 2010 to $61.9 million from $45.4 million in 2009. Sales were higher in 2010 from all three major product
lines, including personnel locator systems, data links and power amplifiers. We began work on a new contract in 2010 called Video Scout and
produced spare parts for the Joint-STARS system we delivered years ago, which contributed to the increase in data link sales.
Operating income from communications increased 58% to $6.8 million in 2011 from $4.3 million in 2010. In 2010 we realized operating losses
of $6.0 million on sales of a new mini-common data link (mini-CDL) product and Video Scout product as a result of development costs incurred
in 2010, compared to profitable sales of these products in 2011.
Communications operating income increased to $4.3 million in 2010, compared to $3.4 million in 2009, which is a 26% increase. In 2010,
higher operating income on higher sales from all three product lines was partially offset by development costs for new products, including Video
Scout and mini-CDL.

Other
In 2010, CDS added two new businesses through acquisitions that are developing cross domain and global asset tracking products. During
2011 we increased our investment in the development and marketing of these products, resulting in an operating loss for the year as reflected in
the other caption in the table above. Also included in the other category above were development costs for combat identification technologies.
Partially offsetting these expenses was an adjustment of $0.7 million recorded in 2011 that reduced our estimated liability for contingent
consideration related to one of the acquisitions made in 2010.

Mission Support Services Segment
2011

Years ended September 30,

2010

2009

(in millions)
Mission Support Services Sales

$

475.8

$

443.3

$

424.4

Mission Support Services Operating Income

$

24.0

$

26.5

$

27.9

MSS sales were up 7% to $475.8 million in 2011 compared to $443.3 million in 2010. Our acquisition of Abraxas in December 2010 added
$50.0 million to sales for 2011. Sales growth was also driven by increased activity in support of homeland security under our Seaport-e
contract, and in support of instruction and maintenance of flight simulators. Partially offsetting these sales increases were lower sales from the
Joint Readiness Training Center (JRTC) in Fort Polk, LA, and from the U.S. Army Quartermaster Center and School. Sales also decreased from
training and education contracts due to delays in contract awards, as well as services insourcing, primarily by the U.S. Army, and the migration
of certain contracts to small businesses where we are now in a subcontractor role. The insourcing of services and emphasis on small business
awards have limited MSS growth and may continue to do so in the near term.
MSS sales increased 4% in 2010 over 2009. Increased activity at the JRTC and at the U.S. Army Quartermaster Center and School added
to sales in 2010. In addition, higher sales from two contracts with the U.S. Marine Corps and a contract at the Joint Coalition Warfare
Center (JCWC) added to the sales total in 2010 compared to 2009. Partially offsetting these improvements in 2010 were lower sales from
a trainer maintenance contract that we lost to a small business competitor and from a contract for services performed in Iraq that had added
approximately $6.8 million to sales in 2009, but was completed.
MSS operating income decreased 9% to $24.0 million in 2011 from $26.5 million last year. Abraxas incurred an operating loss of $3.5 million
for 2011, which included amortization of intangible assets of $8.2 million for the year as well as acquisition costs of $0.7 million. Lower revenue
from certain higher margin training and education contracts also contributed to the decrease in operating income for 2011. These decreases
were partially offset by an increase in operating margin on increased sales from certain information operations contracts. In 2010 MSS
recorded a provision of $2.0 million for a dispute with a customer over contract terms. As a result of the settlement of this dispute we recorded a
gain of $1.4 million in 2011.
MSS operating income decreased 5% to $26.5 million in 2010 from $27.9 million in 2009. MSS operating income in 2010 was impacted by
the $2.0 million reserve recorded for the dispute with a customer over contract terms discussed above. The contract in Iraq mentioned above
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that was completed in 2009 also had added to operating income in 2009. Higher operating income on higher sales in 2010 from the contracts
mentioned above partially offset these decreases when compared to 2009.
Amortization of purchased intangibles included in the MSS results amounted to $11.7 million, $4.5 million, and $5.4 million in 2011, 2010 and
2009, respectively.

Backlog
2011

September 30,

2010
(in millions)

Total backlog
Transportation Systems

$

1,368.5

$

1,112.6

932.2

850.3

Training systems

489.1

469.0

Communications

36.0

46.6

9.7

7.8

534.8

523.4

Mission Support Services
Defense Systems:

Other
Total Defense Systems

1.3

Other Operations
Total

-

$

2,836.8

$

2,486.3

$

1,368.5

$

1,112.6

Funded backlog
Transportation Systems

258.8

236.3

Training systems

489.1

469.0

Communications

36.0

46.6

9.7

7.8

534.8

523.4

1.3

-

Mission Support Services
Defense Systems:

Other
Total Defense Systems
Other Operations
Total

$

2,163.4

$

1,872.3

As reflected in the table above, total backlog increased $350.5 million and funded backlog increased $291.1 million from September 30, 2010
to September 30, 2011. The majority of the CTS backlog increase was from a new contract awarded in Vancouver, which added $184.3 million
as of September 30, 2011. In addition, changes in exchange rates between the prevailing currency in our foreign operations and the U.S. Dollar
as of the end of fiscal 2011 decreased backlog by approximately $1.1 million compared to September 30, 2010. The acquisition of Abraxas
added $106.8 million to our total MSS backlog as of September 30, 2011.
The difference between total backlog and funded backlog represents options under multiyear service contracts. Funding for these contracts
comes from annual operating budgets of the U.S. government and the options are normally exercised annually. Options for the purchase of
additional systems or equipment are not included in backlog until exercised. In addition to the amounts identified above, we have been selected
as a participant in or, in some cases, the sole contractor for several substantial indefinite delivery/ indefinite quantity (IDIQ) contracts. IDIQ
contracts are not included in backlog until an order is received. We also have several service contracts in our transportation business that
include contingent revenue provisions tied to meeting certain performance criteria. These variable revenues are also not included in the amounts
identified above.
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New Accounting Standards
In June 2009, the FASB issued a standard which changes the approach in determining whether an entity is a variable interest entity, and
modifies the methods allowed for determining the primary beneficiary of a variable interest entity. In addition, this standard requires ongoing
reassessments of whether an enterprise is the primary beneficiary of a variable interest entity and enhanced disclosures related to an enterprise’s
involvement in a variable interest entity. We adopted this standard on October 1, 2009. The adoption of this standard did not have a significant
impact on our results of operations, financial position or cash flows. The future impact of this standard will depend on the size and structure of
future investments in variable interest entities.
In October 2009, the FASB issued revised accounting guidance relating to multiple-deliverable revenue arrangements, which can be applied
prospectively or retrospectively. This guidance modifies the objective-and-reliable-evidence-of-fair-value criterion from the separation criteria
used to determine whether an arrangement involving multiple deliverables contains more than one unit of accounting, replaces references to
“fair value” with “selling price” to distinguish from the fair value measurement required under the “Fair Value Measurements and Disclosures”
guidance, provides a hierarchy that entities must use to estimate the selling price, eliminates the use of the residual method for allocation, and
expands the ongoing disclosure requirements. We adopted this guidance prospectively as of October 1, 2009. The adoption of this update did
not have a material impact on our consolidated financial position, results of operations, or cash flows.

Liquidity and Capital Resources
Operating activities provided cash of $132.6 million in 2011, compared to $111.7 million in 2010, and $176.0 million in 2009. In addition to
cash generated by earnings, a decrease in accounts receivable in each of the three years amounting to $4.2 million, $28.6 million and $36.2
million in 2011, 2010 and 2009, respectively, contributed to the positive cash flows. In addition, net customer advances of $45.5 million, $20.7
million and $48.7 million in 2011, 2010 and 2009, respectively, added to the positive result. A decrease in inventory of $16.6 million also
contributed to the positive results in 2010. For 2011 and 2009, an increase in inventory partially offset the improvements, using cash of $3.8
million and $4.3 million, respectively. Positive operating cash flows in 2011, 2010 and 2009 came from all three segments. In 2011 and 2010,
CTS provided the greatest portion of the positive cash flows, while in 2009 CDS provided more than half of the operating cash flows. Partially
offsetting the positive operating cash flows were payments of $13.2 million for income taxes in 2011 and $27.0 million in value added tax (VAT)
in 2010, related to the wind-up of the PRESTIGE contract within TranSys, our 50% owned variable interest entity. We consolidated TranSys with
our results for the first time in the second quarter of 2010, adding cash of $38.3 million to investing activities. This was the primary source of
cash used to make these income tax and VAT payments, which are included in operating activities.
We have classified certain unbilled accounts receivable balances as noncurrent because we do not expect to receive payment within one year
from the balance sheet date. At September 30, 2011, this balance was $23.7 million compared to $28.1 million at September 30, 2010.
Cash flows used in investing activities in 2011 included $126.0 million for the acquisition of Abraxas, and $0.7 million for one small defense
systems acquisition made during the year, and an additional payment of $0.2 million for a small defense systems acquisition made in 2010.
As mentioned above, the consolidation of TranSys added $38.3 million to cash from investing activities in 2010. Cash flows used in investing
activities in 2010 included $7.4 million for two small defense systems acquisitions and an additional payment of $0.9 million for a transportation
systems acquisition made in 2009. In 2009, two transportation systems acquisitions used $13.9 million, as well as the final payment of $6.1
million from a 2008 acquisition. We also made normal capital expenditures in 2011, 2010 and 2009 of $8.7 million, $6.9 million and $5.3
million, respectively. We received net proceeds from the sale of short-term investments of $58.3 million in 2011, and purchased net short-term
investments of $76.0 million in 2010 and $8.1 million in 2009.
Financing activities in 2011 included scheduled payments on long-term borrowings of $4.6 million and the payment of dividends to shareholders
of $7.5 million (28 cents per share), which included a one time special dividend declared in the second quarter of 10 cents per share. Similarly,
in 2010 and 2009 financing activities included payments on long-term borrowings of $4.5 million and $6.0 million, respectively, and both years
included payments of dividends to shareholders of $4.8 million (18 cents per share).
The accumulated deficit in other comprehensive income (loss) increased $13.6 million in 2011 due to a negative adjustment from foreign
currency translation of $4.1 million and an unrealized loss on cash flow hedges of $5.6 million. In addition there was an increase in the
recorded liability for our pension plans of $3.9 million after applicable income taxes. These adjustments resulted in a negative balance
in accumulated other comprehensive income of $23.3 million at September 30, 2011 compared to a negative balance of $9.7 million at
September 30, 2010.
The net deferred tax assets decreased to $25.1 million at September 30, 2011 compared to $36.4 million at September 30, 2010. In 2011
we recorded a net deferred tax liability of $7.6 million in connection with our acquisition of Abraxas to reflect the tax impact of the identified
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intangible assets that will not generate tax deductible amortization expense, net of the future tax benefit of acquired net operating loss
carrybacks and carryforwards. Also, net deferred tax liabilities increased by $11.7 million in 2011 due to a change in the tax accounting
method for recording service contract revenue. The decrease in the deferred tax assets in 2011 was partially offset by the effect of recording
adjustments to the pension liability through other comprehensive income, which resulted in an additional deferred tax asset of $2.0 million at
September 30, 2011. We expect to generate sufficient taxable income in the future such that the net deferred tax asset will be realized.
Our financial condition remains strong with working capital of $332.1 million and a current ratio of 2.0 to 1 at September 30, 2011. We expect
that cash on hand and our ability to access the debt markets will be adequate to meet our working capital requirements for the foreseeable
future. In addition to short-term borrowing arrangements we have in New Zealand and Australia, we have a committed three year credit facility
from a group of financial institutions in the U.S., aggregating $150 million. This agreement will expire in December 2012. As of September
30, 2011, $84.4 million of this capacity was used for letters of credit, leaving an additional $65.6 million available. Our total debt to capital
ratio at September 30, 2011 was 3%. In addition, our cash and short-term investments totaled $355.0 million at September 30, 2011 which
exceeded our total debt by $339.1 million. Our cash is invested primarily in highly liquid bank deposits and government instruments in the U.S.,
U.K., New Zealand and Australia.
As of September 30, 2011, $268.4 million of the $355.0 million of our cash, cash equivalents, and short-term investments was held by our
foreign subsidiaries, primarily in the U.K., New Zealand, and Australia. If these funds are needed for our operations in the U.S., we would be
required to accrue and pay U.S. taxes to repatriate these funds. However, we have the intent and ability to permanently reinvest these funds
outside of the U.S. and our current plans do not demonstrate a need to repatriate them to fund our U.S. operations.
The following is a schedule of our contractual obligations outstanding as of September 30, 2011:

Total
Long-term debt
Interest payments
Operating leases
Deferred compensation

$

$

Less than 1 Year
15.9
1.7
29.3
9.2
56.1

$

$

4.5
0.7
8.2
0.9
14.3

1 - 3 years
(in millions)
$
9.1
0.7
10.9
1.4
$
22.1

4 - 5 years
$

$

1.1
0.2
4.8
0.5
6.6

After 5 years
$

$

1.2
0.1
5.4
6.4
13.1

Critical Accounting Policies, Estimates and Judgments
Our consolidated financial statements are based on the application of U.S. Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP), which require
us to make estimates and assumptions about future events that affect the amounts reported in our consolidated financial statements and the
accompanying notes. Future events and their effects cannot be determined with certainty. Therefore, the determination of estimates requires the
exercise of judgment. Actual results could differ from those estimates, and any such differences may be material to our consolidated financial
statements. We believe the estimates set forth below may involve a higher degree of judgment and complexity in their application than our other
accounting estimates and represent the critical accounting estimates used in the preparation of our consolidated financial statements. We believe
our judgments related to these accounting estimates are appropriate. However, if different assumptions or conditions were to prevail, the results
could be materially different from the amounts recorded.

Revenue Recognition
A significant portion of our business is derived from long-term development, production and system integration contracts. We consider the
nature of these contracts, and the types of products and services provided, when we determine the proper accounting for a particular contract.
Generally, we record revenue for long-term fixed price contracts on a percentage-of-completion basis using the cost-to-cost method to measure
progress toward completion. Many of our long-term fixed-price contracts require us to deliver minimal quantities over a long period of time or
to perform a substantial level of development effort in relation to the total value of the contract. Under the cost-to-cost method of accounting,
we recognize revenue based on a ratio of the costs incurred to the estimated total costs at completion. For certain other long-term, fixed price
production contracts not requiring substantial development effort we use the units-of-delivery percentage-of-completion method as the basis to
measure progress toward completing the contract and recognizing sales. The units-of-delivery measure recognizes revenues as deliveries are
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made to the customer generally using unit sales values in accordance with the contract terms. We estimate profit as the difference between total
estimated revenue and total estimated cost of a contract and recognize that profit over the life of the contract based on deliveries.
As a general rule, we recognize sales and profits earlier in a production cycle when we use the cost-to-cost method of percentage-of-completion
accounting than when we use the units-of-delivery method. In addition, our profits and margins may vary materially depending on the types
of long-term contracts undertaken, the costs incurred in their performance, the achievement of other performance objectives, and the stage of
performance at which the right to receive fees, particularly under award and incentive fee contracts, is finally determined.
Award fees and incentives related to performance on contracts, which are generally awarded at the discretion of the customer, as well as
penalties related to contract performance, are considered in estimating sales and profit rates. Estimates of award fees are based on actual
awards and anticipated performance. Incentive provisions that increase or decrease earnings based solely on a single significant event are
generally not recognized until the event occurs. Those incentives and penalties are recorded when there is sufficient information for us to assess
anticipated performance.
Accounting for long-term contracts requires judgment relative to assessing risks, estimating contract revenues and costs, and making assumptions
for schedule and technical issues. Due to the scope and nature of the work required to be performed on many of our contracts, the estimation of
total revenue and cost at completion is complicated and subject to many variables. Contract costs include material, labor, and subcontracting
costs, as well as an allocation of indirect costs. We have to make assumptions regarding labor productivity and availability, the complexity of the
work to be performed, the availability of materials, estimated increases in wages and prices for materials, performance by our subcontractors,
and the availability and timing of funding from our customer, among other variables. For contract change orders, claims, or similar items, we
apply judgment in estimating the amounts and assessing the potential for realization. These amounts are only included in contract value when
they can be reliably estimated and realization is considered probable. We have accounting policies in place to address these, as well as other
contractual and business arrangements to properly account for long-term contracts.
Products and services provided under long-term, fixed-price contracts represented approximately 73% of our net sales for 2011. Because of
the significance of the judgments and estimation processes, it is likely that materially different amounts could be recorded if we used different
assumptions or if our underlying circumstances were to change. For example, if underlying assumptions were to change such that our estimated
profit rate at completion for all fixed-price contracts was higher or lower by one percentage point, our 2011 net earnings would have increased
or decreased by approximately $6 million. When adjustments in estimated contract revenues or estimated costs at completion are required, any
changes from prior estimates are recognized by recording adjustments in the current period for the inception-to-date effect of the changes on
current and prior periods using the cumulative catch-up method of accounting. When estimates of total costs to be incurred on a contract exceed
total estimates of revenue to be earned, a provision for the entire loss on the contract is recorded in the period the loss is determined.
We occasionally enter into contracts, primarily in our transportation systems business, that include multiple deliverables such as the construction
or upgrade of a system and subsequent services related to the delivered system. Historically, these contracts have not been common in our
business; however, recently we have seen an increase in the number of customer requests for proposal that include this type of contractual
arrangement. An example of this is a contract we entered into in 2011 to provide system upgrades and long-term services for the Vancouver,
B.C. Canada Smart Card and Faregate system. We elected to adopt updated authoritative accounting guidance for multiple-element
arrangements in 2010 on a prospective basis. For contracts of this nature entered into in 2010 and beyond, the contract value is allocated at
the inception of the contract to the different contract elements based on their relative selling price. The relative selling price for each deliverable
is determined using vendor specific objective evidence (VSOE) of selling price or third-party evidence of selling price if VSOE does not exist.
If neither VSOE nor third-party evidence exists, which is typically the case for our contracts, we use our best estimate of the selling price for
each deliverable. Once the contract value is allocated to the separate deliverables, revenue recognition guidance relevant to each contractual
element is followed. For example, for the long-term construction portion of a contract we use the cost-to-cost percentage-of-completion
method and for the services portion we recognize the service revenues on a straight-line basis over the contractual service period or based on
measurable units of work performed or incentives earned. The judgment we apply in allocating the relative selling price to each deliverable can
have a significant impact on the timing of recognizing revenues and operating income on a contract.
We provide services under contracts including outsourcing-type arrangements and operations and maintenance contracts. Revenue under our
service contracts with the U.S. Government, which is generally in our MSS segment, is recorded under the costs-to-cost percentage-of-completion
method. Award fees and incentives related to performance on services contracts at MSS are generally accrued during the performance of the
contract based on our historical experience with such awards.
Revenue under contracts for services other than those with the U.S. Government and those associated with design, development, or production
activities is recognized either as services are performed or when a contractually required event has occurred, depending on the contract. These
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types of service contracts are entered primarily by our CTS segment. Revenue under such contracts is generally recognized on a straight-line
basis over the period of contract performance, unless evidence suggests that the revenue is earned or the obligations are fulfilled in a different
pattern. Costs incurred under these services contracts are expensed as incurred. Earnings related to services contracts may fluctuate from period
to period, particularly in the earlier phases of the contract. Incentive fees included in some of our transportation systems service contracts are
recognized when they become fixed and determinable based on the provisions of the contract. Often these fees are based on meeting certain
contractually required service levels or based on system usage levels.
More than half of our total sales are driven by pricing based on costs incurred to produce products or perform services under contracts with the
U.S. Government. Cost-based pricing is determined under the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR). The FAR provides guidance on the types of
costs that are allowable in establishing prices for goods and services under U.S. Government contracts. For example, costs such as those related
to charitable contributions, interest expense, and certain advertising activities are unallowable, and therefore not recoverable through sales.
We closely monitor compliance with, and the consistent application of, our critical accounting policies related to contract accounting. Business
segment personnel evaluate our contracts through periodic contract status and performance reviews. Corporate management and our internal
auditors also monitor compliance with our revenue recognition policies and review contract status with segment personnel. Costs incurred and
allocated to contracts are reviewed for compliance with U.S. Government regulations by our personnel, and are subject to audit by the Defense
Contract Audit Agency. For other information on accounting policies we have in place for recognizing sales and profits, see our discussion under
“Revenue Recognition” in Note 1 to the financial statements.

Income Taxes
Significant judgment is required in determining our income tax provisions and in evaluating our tax return positions. We establish reserves when,
despite our belief that our tax return positions are fully supportable, we believe it is more-likely-than-not a tax position taken or expected to be
taken in a tax return, if examined, would be challenged and that we may not prevail. We adjust these reserves in light of changing facts and
circumstances, such as the progress of a tax audit.
Tax regulations require items to be included in the tax return at different times than the items are reflected in the financial statements and are
referred to as timing differences. In addition, some expenses are not deductible on our tax return and are referred to as permanent differences.
Timing differences create deferred tax assets and liabilities. Deferred tax assets generally represent items that can be used as a tax deduction
or credit in future years for which we have already recorded the benefit in our income statement. We establish valuation allowances for our
deferred tax assets when the amount of expected future taxable income is not likely to support the use of the deduction or credit. Deferred tax
liabilities generally represent deductions we have taken on our tax return but have not yet recognized as expense in our financial statements or
income we have recorded in our financial statements that is deferred to a future period.
We have not recognized any United States tax expense on undistributed earnings of our foreign subsidiaries since we intend to reinvest the
earnings outside the U.S. for the foreseeable future and therefore no amounts of undistributed earnings are available for distribution. These
undistributed earnings totaled approximately $142.0 million at September 30, 2011. Annually we evaluate the capital requirements in our
foreign subsidiaries and determine the amount of excess capital, if any, that is available for distribution. Whether or not we actually repatriate
the excess capital in the form of a dividend, we would provide for U.S. taxes on the amount determined to be available for distribution. This
evaluation is judgmental in nature and, therefore, the amount of U.S. taxes provided on undistributed earnings of our foreign subsidiaries is
affected by these judgments.

Purchased Intangibles
We generally fund acquisitions using cash on hand. Assets acquired and liabilities assumed in connection with an acquisition are recorded at
their fair values determined by management as of the acquisition day. The excess of the transaction consideration over the fair value of the net
assets acquired is recorded as goodwill. We amortize intangible assets acquired as part of business combinations over their estimated useful
lives unless their useful lives are determined to be indefinite. For certain business combinations, we utilize independent valuations to assist us in
estimating the fair value of purchased intangibles. Our purchased intangibles primarily relate to contracts and programs acquired and customer
relationships, which are amortized over periods of 15 years or less. The determination of the value and useful life of purchased intangibles is
judgmental in nature and, therefore, the amount of annual amortization expense we record is affected by these judgments. For example, if the
weighted average amortization period for our purchased intangibles was one year less than we have determined, our 2011 net earnings would
have decreased by approximately $1.6 million.
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Valuation of Goodwill
We evaluate our recorded goodwill balances for potential impairment annually by comparing the fair value of each reporting unit to its carrying
value, including recorded goodwill. Our annual testing date is June 30. We have not yet had a case where the carrying value exceeded the
fair value; however, if it did, impairment would be measured by comparing the derived fair value of goodwill to its carrying value, and any
impairment determined would be recorded in the current period. To date there has been no impairment of our recorded goodwill. Goodwill
balances by reporting unit are as follows:
September 30,

2010

2011
(in millions)

Mission Support Services

$

Defense Systems
Transportation Systems
Total goodwill

$

118.4

$

36.7

20.7

20.1

7.3

7.3

146.4

$

64.1

Determining the fair value of a reporting unit for purposes of the goodwill impairment test is judgmental in nature and involves the use of
estimates and assumptions. These estimates and assumptions could have a significant impact on whether or not an impairment charge is
recognized and also the magnitude of any such charge. Estimates of fair value are primarily determined using discounted cash flows and market
multiples from publically traded comparable companies. These approaches use significant estimates and assumptions including projected
future cash flows, discount rate reflecting the inherent risk in future cash flows, perpetual growth rate and determination of appropriate market
comparables.
For fiscal 2011, the discounted cash flows for each reporting unit were based on discrete three-year financial forecasts developed by
management for planning purposes. Cash flows beyond the three-year discrete forecasts were estimated based on projected growth rates
and financial ratios, influenced by an analysis of historical ratios, and by calculating a terminal value at the end of five years for our defense
segments, and three years for our transportation segment. The future cash flows were discounted to present value using a discount rate of
12.0% for our Defense Systems reporting unit, 10.5% for our Mission Support Services reporting unit, and 8.0% for our Transportation Systems
reporting unit. The estimated fair value of each of our reporting units was in excess of its carrying value and, accordingly, there was no indicator
that goodwill was impaired as of June 30, 2011. Changes in estimates and assumptions we make in conducting our goodwill assessment
could affect the estimated fair value of one or more of our reporting units and could result in a goodwill impairment charge in a future period.
However, the fair value of our reporting units would remain in excess of their respective carrying values even if there were a 10% decrease in
their fair value at June 30, 2011.
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Pension Costs
The measurement of our pension obligations and costs is dependent on a variety of assumptions used by our actuaries. These assumptions
include estimates of the present value of projected future pension payments to plan participants, taking into consideration the likelihood of
potential future events such as salary increases and demographic experience. These assumptions may have an effect on the amount and timing
of future contributions.
The assumptions used in developing the required estimates include the following key factors:
■■ Discount rates
■■ Inflation
■■ Salary growth
■■ Expected return on plan assets
■■ Retirement rates
■■ Mortality rates
The discount rate represents the interest rate that is used to determine the present value of future cash flows currently expected to be required
to settle pension obligations. We base the discount rate assumption on investment yields available at year-end on high quality corporate
long-term bonds. Our inflation assumption is based on an evaluation of external market indicators. The salary growth assumptions reflect our
long-term actual experience in relation to the inflation assumption. The expected return on plan assets reflects asset allocations, our historical
experience, our investment strategy and the views of investment managers and large pension sponsors. Mortality rates are based on published
mortality tables. Retirement rates are based primarily on actual plan experience. The effects of actual results differing from our assumptions are
accumulated and amortized over future periods, and therefore, generally affect our recognized expense in such future periods.
Changes in the above assumptions can affect our financial statements, although the relatively small size of our defined benefit pension plans
limits the impact any individual assumption changes can have on earnings. For example, if the assumed rate of return on pension assets was 25
basis points higher or lower than we have assumed, our 2011 net earnings would have increased or decreased by approximately $0.4 million, if
all other assumptions were held constant.
Holding all other assumptions constant, an increase or decrease of 25 basis points in the discount rate assumption for 2011 would increase or
decrease net earnings for 2012 by approximately $0.4 million, and would have decreased or increased the amount of the benefit obligation
recorded at September 30, 2011, by approximately $7.3 million.
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September 30,
2011

2010
(in thousands)

ASSETS
Current assets:
Cash and cash equivalents

$

Short-term investments

329,148

$

295,434

25,829

84,081

20,259

11,594

204,120

199,353

Accounts receivable:
Trade and other receivables
Long-term contracts

(395)

Allowance for doubtful accounts

223,984

210,284

Recoverable income taxes

20,725

8,320

Inventories

36,729

32,820

Deferred income taxes

13,778

17,825

Prepaid expenses and other current assets

20,452

25,893

670,645

674,657

Long-term contract receivables

23,700

28,080

Property, plant and equipment - net

48,467

47,469

Deferred income taxes

11,318

18,570

146,355

64,142

Purchased intangibles - net

54,139

26,295

Miscellaneous other assets

4,216

5,196

Total current assets

Goodwill

Total assets
See accompanying notes.
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$

958,840

$

864,409

September 30,
2011

2010
(in thousands)

LIABILITIES AND SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY
Current liabilities:
Trade accounts payable

$

Customer advances

38,870
183,845

$

33,638
139,723

Accrued compensation

49,513

48,994

Other current liabilities

53,826

60,041

Income taxes payable

7,902

20,107

Current maturities of long-term debt

4,541

4,545

338,497

307,048

Total current liabilities
Long-term debt

11,377

15,949

Accrued pension liability

38,223

37,015

Deferred compensation

7,884

8,508

Income taxes payable

4,479

3,382

Other non-current liabilities

6,582

4,748

-

-

Commitments and contingencies
Shareholders' equity:
Preferred stock, no par value:
Authorized--5,000 shares
Issued and outstanding--none
Common stock, no par value:
Authorized--50,000 shares
12,574

12,574

Retained earnings

598,849

521,567

Accumulated other comprehensive income (loss)

(23,294)

(9,745)

(36,078)

(36,074)

552,051

488,322

2011 and 2010--Issued 35,681 shares, outstanding--26,736 shares

Treasury stock at cost:
2011 and 2010--8,945 shares
Shareholders' equity related to Cubic

(253)

Noncontrolling interest in variable interest entity
Total shareholders' equity
Total liabilities and shareholders' equity

(563)

551,798
$

958,840

487,759
$

864,409
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Years Ended September 30,
2011
2010
2009
(amounts in thousands, except for per share data)
Net sales:
Products
Services

$

Costs and expenses:
Products
Services
Selling, general and
administrative expenses
Research and development
Amortization of purchased intangibles

$

636,739
557,450
1,194,189

$

526,879
489,778
1,016,657

437,992
539,973

457,651
484,343

394,478
411,038

154,962
25,260
14,681
1,172,868

120,848
18,976
6,846
1,088,664

111,828
8,173
6,432
931,949

112,335

105,525

84,708

1,590
(1,755)
561

1,664
(2,031)
899

117,647

105,921

85,240

Income taxes

32,569

35,285

29,554

Net income

85,078

70,636

55,686

Operating income
Other income (expenses):
Interest and dividend income
Interest expense
Other income - net

2,568
(1,461)
4,205

Income before income taxes

310

Less noncontrolling interest in income of VIE

-

-

Net income attributable to Cubic

$

84,768

$

70,636

$

55,686

Basic and diluted net income per common share

$

3.17

$

2.64

$

2.08

Average number of common
shares outstanding

See accompanying notes.
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26,736

26,735

26,731

Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows

2011
Operating Activities:
Net income
Adjustments to reconcile net income to net cash
provided by operating activities:
Depreciation and amortization
Deferred income taxes
Provision for doubtful accounts
Changes in operating assets and liabilities,
net of effects from acquisitions:
Accounts receivable
Inventories
Prepaid expenses and other current assets
Accounts payable and other current liabilities
Customer advances
Income taxes
Other items - net
NET CASH PROVIDED BY OPERATING ACTIVITIES

$

85,078

Years Ended September 30,
2010
(in thousands)
$

70,636

2009

$

55,686

22,341
4,048
-

14,469
(164)
(3,889)

15,586
3,346
3,038

4,219
(3,760)
5,516
(3,387)
45,517
(24,205)
(2,779)
132,588

28,565
16,638
4,401
(27,498)
20,672
(14,614)
2,507
111,723

36,211
(4,275)
5,141
14,175
48,663
(2,890)
1,352
176,033

(126,825)
58,252
(8,728)
(77,301)

(8,250)
38,264
82,992
(158,946)
(6,878)
(52,818)

(19,965)
(8,127)
(5,332)
41
(33,383)

(4,555)
(4)
(7,486)
(12,045)

(4,541)
44
(3)
(4,812)
(9,312)

(5,970)
45
(4,811)
(10,736)

Effect of exchange rates on cash

(9,528)

1,767

(536)

NET INCREASE IN CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

33,714

51,360

131,378

295,434

244,074

112,696

Investing Activities:
Acquisition of businesses, net of cash acquired
Consolidation of variable interest entity
Proceeds from sale of short-term investments
Purchases of short-term investments
Purchases of property, plant and equipment
Other items - net
NET CASH USED IN INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Financing Activities:
Principal payments on long-term debt
Proceeds from issuance of common stock
Purchases of treasury stock
Dividends paid to shareholders
NET CASH USED IN FINANCING ACTIVITIES

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT
THE END OF THE YEAR

$

329,148

$

295,434

$

244,074

See accompanying notes.
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Consolidated Statements of Changes in Shareholders’ Equity

(in thousands except
per share amounts)
October 1, 2008
Comprehensive income:
Net income
Pension liability adjustment,
net of taxes
Foreign currency
translation adjustment
Net unrealized gains from
cash flow hedges
Comprehensive income

Comprehensive
Income

$

$

-

(15,155)

-

-

(3,884)

-

112
36,759

-

-

September 30, 2009

12,530

$

70,636

-

(1,932)

-

2,061
1,483
72,248

Consolidation of variable
interest entity
Stock issued under equity
incentive plan
Purchase of treasury stock
Cash dividends paid -- $.18
per share of common stock

Purchase of treasury stock
Cash dividends paid -- $.28
per share of common stock
September 30, 2011
See accompanying notes.
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$

Noncontrolling
Interest in
VIE
$
-

Number
of Shares
Outstanding
26,727

-

-

(15,155)

-

-

-

-

(3,884)

-

-

-

-

112

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(4,811)

-

-

-

455,743

(11,357)

(36,071)

-

5
26,732

-

-

-

-

-

(1,932)

-

-

-

-

-

2,061

-

-

-

-

-

1,483

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(4,812)

-

-

12,574
$

-

Treasury
Stock
$ (36,071)
-

70,636

44

September 30, 2010
Comprehensive income:
Net income
Pension liability adjustment,
net of taxes
Foreign currency
translation adjustment
Net unrealized losses from
cash flow hedges
Comprehensive income

55,686

45

$

Retained
Earnings
$ 404,868

55,686

Stock issued under equity
incentive plan
Cash dividends paid -- $.18
per share of common stock

Comprehensive income:
Net income
Pension liability adjustment,
net of taxes
Foreign currency
translation adjustment
Net unrealized gains from
cash flow hedges
Comprehensive income

Common
Stock
$ 12,485

Accumulated
Other
Comprehensive
Income (Loss)
$
7,570

(563)

(3)

-

-

-

-

-

521,567

(9,745)

(36,074)

(563)

84,768

-

-

310

4

26,736

85,078

-

(3,869)

-

-

(3,869)

-

-

-

(4,062)

-

-

(4,062)

-

-

-

(5,618)
71,529

-

-

(5,618)

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

(7,486)

-

-

-

$ 12,574

$598,849

$ (23,294)

(4)
$ (36,078)

$ (253)

-

26,736

Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements

NOTE 1—SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
Organization and Nature of the Business: We design, develop and manufacture products which are mainly electronic in nature,
provide government services and services related to products previously produced by us and others. Our principal lines of business are defense
systems, defense services, and transportation fare collection systems and services. Our principal customers for defense products and services are
the United States and foreign governments. Our transportation fare collection systems and services are sold primarily to large local government
agencies worldwide.
Principles of Consolidation: The consolidated financial statements include the accounts of Cubic Corporation, its majority-owned
subsidiaries and, as of March 5, 2010, its 50% owned variable interest entity, Transaction Systems Limited (TranSys). We consolidate variable
interest entities (VIE) when we determine that Cubic is the primary beneficiary of the VIE. All significant intercompany balances and transactions
have been eliminated in consolidation. The consolidation of foreign subsidiaries requires translation of their assets and liabilities into U.S. dollars
at year-end exchange rates. We translate our statements of income and cash flows at the average exchange rates for each year. Transaction
gains on advances to foreign subsidiaries amounted to $0.1 million, $0.8 million, and $1.8 million in 2011, 2010 and 2009, respectively.
Cash Equivalents: We consider highly liquid investments with maturity of three months or less when purchased to be cash equivalents.
Concentration of Credit Risk: We have established guidelines pursuant to which our cash and cash equivalents are diversified among
various money market instruments and investment funds. These guidelines emphasize the preservation of capital by requiring minimum credit
ratings assigned by established credit organizations. We achieve diversification by specifying maximum investments in each instrument type and
issuer. The majority of these investments are not on deposit in federally insured accounts.
Short-term Investments: Short-term investments include marketable U.S. government agency securities and pre-refunded tax exempt
bonds that may be purchased at a discount or premium, may have callable options, and are categorized as available-for-sale securities. We
record short-term investments at fair value and we would record any net difference between fair market value and cost in accumulated other
comprehensive income (loss) on the consolidated balance sheets; however, the difference between cost and fair market value was not material
at September 30, 2011.
Accounts Receivable: Receivables consist primarily of amounts due from U.S. and foreign governments for defense products and services
and local government agencies for transportation systems. Due to the nature of our customers, we generally do not require collateral. We have
limited exposure to credit risk as we have historically collected substantially all of our receivables from government agencies. We generally
require no allowance for doubtful accounts for these customers unless specific contractual circumstances warrant it.
Inventories: We state our inventories at the lower of cost or market. We determine cost using the first-in, first-out (FIFO) method, which
approximates current replacement cost. We value our work in process at the actual production and engineering costs incurred to date, including
applicable overhead, and reduce the value by charging any amounts in excess of estimated realizable value to cost of sales. Where contracts
include advances, performance-based payments and progress payments, we reflect the advances as an offset against any related inventory
balances.
Property, Plant and Equipment: We carry property, plant and equipment at cost. We provide depreciation in amounts sufficient to
amortize the cost of the depreciable assets over their estimated useful lives. Generally, we use straight-line methods for real property over
estimated useful lives or the term of the underlying lease for leasehold improvements. We use accelerated methods (declining balance and sumof-the-years-digits) for machinery and equipment over their estimated useful lives.
Goodwill and Purchased Intangibles: We evaluate goodwill for potential impairment annually as of June 30 by comparing the fair
value of a reporting unit to its carrying value, including recorded goodwill. If the carrying value exceeds the fair value, we would measure
impairment by comparing the derived fair value of goodwill to its carrying value, and any impairment determined would be recorded in the
current period. To date there has been no impairment of our recorded goodwill. Our purchased intangible assets are subject to amortization and
we use a combination of straight-line and accelerated methods, based on the expected cash flows from the assets.
Impairment of Long-Lived Assets: We generally evaluate the carrying values of long-lived assets other than goodwill for impairment
only if events or changes in facts and circumstances indicate that carrying values may not be recoverable. If we determined there was any
impairment, we would measure it by comparing the fair value of the related asset to its carrying value and record the difference in the current
period. Fair value is generally determined by identifying estimated discounted cash flows to be generated by those assets. We have not
recorded any material impairments for the years ended September 30, 2011, 2010 and 2009.
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NOTE 1—SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES - Continued
Customer Advances: We receive advances, performance-based payments, and progress payments from customers that may exceed costs
incurred on certain contracts, including contracts with agencies of the U.S. Government. We classify such advances, other than those reflected
as a reduction of receivables or inventories, as current liabilities.
Contingencies: We establish reserves for loss contingencies when, in the opinion of management, the likelihood of liability is probable and
the extent of such liability is reasonably estimable. Estimates, by their nature, are based on judgment and currently available information and
involve a variety of factors, including the type and nature of the litigation, claim or proceeding, the progress of the matter, the advice of legal
counsel, our defenses and our experience in similar cases or proceedings as well as our assessment of matters, including settlements, involving
other defendants in similar or related cases or proceedings. We may increase or decrease our legal reserves in the future, on a matter-by-matter
basis, to account for developments in such matters.
Derivative Financial Instruments: All derivatives are recorded at fair value, however, the classification of gains and losses resulting
from changes in the fair values of derivatives are dependent on the intended use of the derivative and its resulting designation. If a derivative
is designated as a fair value hedge, then a change in the fair value of the derivative is offset against the change in the fair value of the
underlying hedged item and only the ineffective portion of the hedge, if any, is recognized in cost of sales. If a derivative is designated as a
cash flow hedge, then the effective portion of a change in the fair value of the derivative is recognized as a component of accumulated other
comprehensive income until the underlying hedged item is recognized in cost of sales, or the forecasted transaction is no longer probable of
occurring. If a derivative does not qualify as a highly effective hedge, a change in fair value is immediately recognized in earnings. We formally
document hedging relationships for all derivative hedges and the underlying hedged items, as well as the risk management objectives and
strategies for undertaking the hedge transactions.
Defined Benefit Pension Plans: Some of our employees are covered by defined benefit pension plans. The net periodic cost of our plans
is determined using several actuarial assumptions, the most significant of which are the discount rate and the long-term rate of return on plan
assets. We recognize on a plan-by-plan basis the funded status of our defined benefit pension plans as either an asset or liability on our balance
sheets, with a corresponding adjustment to accumulated other comprehensive income (loss), net of tax, in shareholders’ equity. The funded status
is measured as the difference between the fair value of the plan assets and the benefit obligation of the plan.
Other Comprehensive Income: We present other comprehensive income (OCI) and its components in the statement of changes in
shareholders’ equity.
Revenue Recognition: We recognize sales and profits under our long-term fixed-price contracts, which generally require a significant
amount of development effort in relation to total contract value, using the cost-to-cost percentage-of-completion method of accounting. We
record sales and profits based on the ratio of costs incurred to estimated total costs at completion. In the early stages of contract performance,
we do not recognize profit until progress is demonstrated or contract milestones are reached. For certain other long-term, fixed price production
contracts not requiring substantial development effort we use the units-of-delivery percentage-of-completion method as the basis to measure
progress toward completing the contract and recognizing sales. We only include amounts representing contract change orders, claims or other
items in the contract value when they can be reliably estimated and we consider realization probable. Changes in estimates of sales, costs,
and profits are recognized using the cumulative catch-up method of accounting. This method recognizes in the current period the cumulative
effect of the changes on current and prior periods. A significant change in one or more of these estimates could have a material effect on our
consolidated financial position or results of operations.
We record sales under cost-reimbursement-type contracts as we incur the costs. The Federal Acquisition Regulations provide guidance on
the types of costs that we will be reimbursed in establishing contract price. We consider incentives or penalties and awards applicable to
performance on contracts in estimating sales and profits, and record them when there is sufficient information to assess anticipated contract
performance. We do not recognize incentive provisions that increase or decrease earnings based solely on a single significant event until the
event occurs.
We occasionally enter into contracts, primarily in our transportation systems business, that include multiple deliverables such as the construction
or upgrade of a system and subsequent services related to the delivered system. We elected to adopt updated authoritative accounting
guidance for multiple-element arrangements in 2010 on a prospective basis. For contracts of this nature entered into in 2010 and beyond, the
contract value is allocated at the inception of the contract to the different contract elements based on their relative selling price. The relative
selling price for each deliverable is determined using vendor specific objective evidence (VSOE) of selling price or third-party evidence of
selling price if VSOE does not exist. If neither VSOE nor third-party evidence exists, which is typically the case for our contracts, we use our
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best estimate of the selling price for each deliverable. Once the contract value is allocated to the separate deliverables, revenue recognition
guidance relevant to each contractual element is followed. For example, for the long-term construction portion of a contract we use the
percentage-of-completion method and for the services portion we recognize the service revenues on a straight-line basis over the contractual
service period or based on measurable units of work performed or incentives earned. Prior to 2010, we had no contracts within the scope of the
updated authoritative guidance for multiple-element arrangements. As such, the adoption of this guidance in 2010 had no impact on our results
of operations, financial position or cash flows.
Revenue under our service contracts with the U.S. Government is recorded under the cost-to-cost percentage-of-completion method. Award fees
and incentives related to performance under these service contracts are accrued during the performance of the contract based on our historical
experience and estimates of success with such awards.
Revenue under contracts for services other than those with the U.S. Government and those associated with design, development, or production
activities is recognized either as services are performed or when a contractually required event has occurred, depending on the contract.
Revenue under such contracts that do not contain measurable units of work performed is generally recognized on a straight-line basis over the
contractual service period, unless evidence suggests that the revenue is earned, or obligations fulfilled, in a different manner. For such contracts
that contain measurable units of work performed we recognize sales when the units of work are completed. For service contracts that contain
service level or system usage incentives, we recognize revenues when the incentive award is fixed and determinable. Costs incurred under these
services contracts are expensed as incurred.
We make provisions in the current period to fully recognize any anticipated losses on contracts. If we receive cash on a contract prior to
revenue recognition or in excess of inventoried costs, we classify it as a customer advance on the balance sheet.
Other Income (Expense): Our wholly-owned subsidiary in the U.K., that has the British Pound as its functional currency, holds U.S. dollar
denominated investments. The impact of exchange rates on these investments is recorded as other non-operating income and resulted in a gain
of $3.2 million in 2011. There was no net gain or loss recorded on these investments in 2010 or 2009 due to the impact of foreign currency
exchange rates.
Income Taxes: Our provision for income taxes includes federal, state, local, and foreign income taxes. We recognize tax credits, primarily
for research and development, as a reduction of our provision for income taxes in the year in which they are available for tax purposes. We
provide deferred income taxes on temporary differences between assets and liabilities for financial reporting and tax purposes as measured by
enacted tax rates we expect to apply when the temporary differences are settled or realized. We establish valuation allowances for deferred
tax assets when the amount of future taxable income we expect is not likely to support the use of the deduction or credit. Annually we evaluate
the capital requirements of our foreign subsidiaries and determine the amount of excess capital, if any, that is available for distribution. We
provide for U.S. taxes on the amount we determine to be excess capital available for distribution. U.S. taxes are not provided on amounts we
consider to be indefinitely reinvested.
Earnings Per Share: We calculate per share amounts based upon the weighted average number of shares of common stock outstanding.
New Accounting Standards: Accounting standards updates effective after September 30, 2011, are not expected to have a material
effect on our consolidated financial position, results of operations or related disclosures.
Use of Estimates: The preparation of financial statements in conformity with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles requires us to
make estimates and assumptions that affect the amounts reported in the financial statements and accompanying notes. Significant estimates
include the estimated total costs at completion of our long-term contracts, estimated loss contingencies, estimated self-insurance liabilities,
estimated discounted cash flows of our reporting units used for goodwill impairment testing, and estimated rates of return and discount rates
related to our defined benefit pension plans. Actual results could differ from our estimates.
Risks and Uncertainties: We are subject to the normal risks and uncertainties of performing large, multiyear, often fixed-price contracts. In
addition, we are subject to audit of incurred costs related to many of our U.S. Government contracts. These audits could produce different results
than we have estimated; however, our experience has been that our costs are acceptable to the government.
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NOTE 2—ACQUISITIONS
On December 20, 2010 we acquired all of the outstanding capital stock of Abraxas Corporation (Abraxas), a Herndon, Virginia-based
company that provides services that are complementary to our Mission Support Services (MSS) business including risk mitigation services,
and subject matter and operational expertise for law enforcement and homeland security clients. The results of Abraxas’ operations have been
included in our consolidated financial statements since the acquisition date. For the twelve months ended September 30, 2011 the amounts of
Abraxas’ net sales and net loss after taxes included in our consolidated statement of income were $50.0 million and $2.3 million, respectively,
including $0.7 million in transaction related costs before applicable income taxes.
We paid $126.0 million in cash from our existing cash resources to acquire Abraxas. The following table summarizes the estimated fair values of
the assets acquired and liabilities assumed at the acquisition date (in millions). The excess of the transaction consideration over the identifiable
assets and liabilities is recognized as goodwill.

Customer relationships
Backlog
Corporate trade names
Non-compete agreements
Recoverable income taxes
Deferred tax liabilities, net
Net tangible assets acquired
Net identifiable assets acquired
Goodwill
Net assets acquired

$

$

20.1
11.5
5.7
5.2
4.3
(7.6)
5.1
44.3
81.7
126.0

The estimated fair value of the recoverable income taxes and the deferred tax liabilities are preliminary pending the finalization of our valuation
analyses.
The goodwill resulting from the acquisition consists primarily of the synergies expected from combining the operations of Abraxas and our MSS
business and the acquired assembled workforce. The anticipated synergies include the ability to expand services offerings and cost reductions.
The amount recorded as goodwill has been allocated to our MSS segment and is not expected to be deductible for tax purposes.
The recoverable income taxes are primarily related to carryback claims for the tax benefit of acquired net operating losses. The net deferred tax
liabilities were recorded to reflect the tax impact of the identified intangible assets that will not generate tax deductible amortization expense, net
of the future tax benefit of acquired net operating loss carryforwards. The intangible assets, which include trade name, customer relationships,
non-compete agreements and backlog, will be amortized using a combination of straight-line and accelerated methods based on the expected
cash flows from the assets, over a weighted average useful life of 6 years from the date of acquisition.
For the year ended September 30, 2011, we recorded $8.2 million of amortization expense. The estimated amortization expense related to the
intangible assets recorded in connection with our acquisition of Abraxas for fiscal years 2012 through 2016 is as follows (in millions):
Years Ending September 30,
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
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$

9.3
7.8
6.3
4.8
2.4

The estimated fair values of purchased intangibles were determined using the valuation methodology deemed to be the most appropriate for
each type of asset being valued. Each of the valuation methodologies used were various methods under the income approach. The trade names
valuation used the relief from royalty approach. The backlog and customer relationships valuation used the excess earnings approach and the
non-compete agreements valuation used the with and without approach.
The following unaudited pro forma information presents our consolidated results of operations as if Abraxas had been included in our
consolidated results since October 1, 2009 (in millions):
Years Ended
September 30,
2011

2010

Net sales

$

1,298.6

$

1,252.1

Net income attributable to Cubic

$

84.8

$

70.9

The pro forma information includes adjustments to give effect to pro forma events that are directly attributable to the acquisition and have a
continuing impact including the amortization of purchased intangibles and the elimination of interest expense for the repayment of Abraxas’
debt. No adjustments were made for transaction expenses, other adjustments that do not reflect ongoing operations or for operating efficiencies
or synergies. The pro forma financial information is not necessarily indicative of what the consolidated financial results of our operations would
have been had the acquisition been completed on October 1, 2009, and it does not purport to project our future operating results.
We acquired two small defense systems companies in 2010, which added $4.8 million to goodwill, and $4.3 million to in-process research and
development and contract and program intangibles. We believe the purchased intangibles and goodwill acquired in 2010 will be tax deductible
over a 15 year amortization period in accordance with U.S. tax regulations.
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NOTE 3—INVESTMENT IN VARIABLE INTEREST ENTITY
Prior to March 5, 2010, we owned 37.5% of the common stock of Transaction Systems Limited (TranSys), a U.K. company formed in 1998 to bid
on a contract called “PRESTIGE” (Procurement of Revenue Services, Ticketing, Information, Gates and Electronics), which outsourced most of the
functions of the Transport for London (TfL) fare collection system for a period of twelve years beginning in August 1998. We did not previously
consolidate TranSys because we were not the primary beneficiary of this VIE. All of the work performed by TranSys was subcontracted to us
and the other primary shareholder and the arrangement provided for the pass-through of virtually all revenues from TfL to the two primary
shareholders until August 2010. Beginning in August 2010, the services formerly provided by TranSys are now provided by Cubic under a new
contract.
On March 5, 2010, the two 37.5% shareholders of TranSys each acquired half of the shares in TranSys previously held by the minority
shareholders for approximately $0.1 million, bringing our share ownership up to 50% each. TranSys continues to be considered a VIE because
it has not demonstrated the ability to finance its activities without additional subordinated financial support from its equity investors and because
its underlying risks do not coincide with the voting interests. As a result of the ownership transfer and an early payment by TfL, we conducted a
new evaluation of the primary beneficiary of TranSys. This evaluation, as described below, determined that Cubic is now the primary beneficiary
and as a result we determined we were required to consolidate TranSys as of March 5, 2010.
In concluding that Cubic was the primary beneficiary of the TranSys VIE in March, 2010, we created a model of the expected outcome from
the remaining activities of TranSys and its related subcontracts with its shareholders. Based upon a quantitative analysis of the probability of
these outcomes we concluded that Cubic was the primary beneficiary of TranSys. Effective October 1, 2010, we adopted a revised accounting
standard which replaces the quantitative approach for identifying whether an enterprise should consolidate a variable interest entity with a
qualitative approach, based on whether an enterprise has both (1) the power to direct the economically significant activities of the entity and (2)
the obligation to absorb losses of, or the right to receive benefits from, the entity that could potentially be significant to the variable interest entity.
Based upon our qualitative analysis under this revised guidance, we concluded that we continue to be the primary beneficiary of TranSys. As
such, the adoption of this guidance did not have an impact on our consolidated results of operations or financial position.
Summarized unaudited financial information for TranSys prior to consolidation is as follows (in millions):

Statement of Operations:
Net sales
Operating income (loss)
Net income (loss)

Results for the periods ending
March 5, 2010
September 30, 2009
$
87.3
$
203.0
0.2
(1.7)
0.1
(1.3)

As a result of becoming the primary beneficiary of TranSys, the consolidation of TranSys was treated as an acquisition in our financial statements.
The fair value of the enterprise was virtually the same as the fair value of the assets and liabilities acquired, therefore, no gain or loss was
recorded from the transaction.
The fair value of assets and liabilities acquired at March 5, 2010 were as follows (in millions):

Cash and cash equivalents
Other current assets
Purchased intangibles
Income taxes payable
Other current liabilities
Fair value of net assets acquired
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$

$

38.3
16.9
0.2
(20.7)
(35.8)
(1.1)

The activities of TranSys included in our consolidated results are as follows (in millions):

2011
$
4.4
0.9
18.4

Years Ended September 30,
Sales
Operating profit
Cash used in operating activities

2010
$
29.9
19.9

The total assets and total liabilities, respectively, of TranSys included in our consolidated balance sheets were $0.4 million and $0.9 million at
September 30, 2011 and $18.8 million and $19.9 million at September 30, 2010.

NOTE 4—FAIR VALUE OF FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS
The valuation techniques required to determine fair value are based upon observable and unobservable inputs. Observable inputs reflect market
data obtained from independent sources, while unobservable inputs reflect internal market assumptions. The two types of inputs create the
following fair value hierarchy:
■■ Level 1 - Quoted prices for identical instruments in active markets.
■■ Level 2 - Quoted prices for similar instruments in active markets; quoted prices for identical or similar instruments in markets that are not
active; and model-derived valuations whose inputs are observable or whose significant value drivers are observable.
■■ Level 3 - Significant inputs to the valuation model are unobservable.
The fair value of cash equivalents and short term investments approximates their cost. The fair value of tax exempt bonds and U.S. Government
agency securities are are generally determined using standard observable inputs, including reported trades, quoted market prices, broker/
dealer quotes, and issuer spreads. The maturity dates of tax exempt bonds are within the next year. Derivative financial instruments are measured
at fair value, the material portions of which are based on active or inactive markets for identical or similar instruments or model-derived
valuations whose inputs are observable. Where model-derived valuations are appropriate, the company uses the applicable credit spread as the
discount rate. Credit risk related to derivative financial instruments is considered minimal and is managed by requiring high credit standards for
counterparties and through periodic settlements of positions.
The following table presents assets and liabilities measured and recorded at fair value on our balance sheets on a recurring basis (in thousands):
September 30, 2011
Level 1

Level 2

September 30, 2010
Total

Level 1

Level 2

Total

Assets
Cash equivalents

$ 266,842

$

-

$ 266,842

$

129,756

$

-

$

129,756

Short-term investments - U.S. government
agency securities

-

-

-

-

36,000

36,000

Short-term investments - tax exempt bonds

-

25,829

25,829

-

48,081

48,081

Current derivative assets

-

7,466

7,466

-

11,428

11,428

33,295

300,137

95,509

225,265

3,193

3,193

Total assets

266,842

129,756

Liabilities
Current derivative liabilities

-

7,522

7,522

-

Noncurrent derivative liabilities

-

6,164

6,164

-

19,609

$ 286,451

Net assets

$ 266,842

$

$

129,756 $

4,748
87,568 $

4,748
217,324
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NOTE 4—FAIR VALUE OF FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS - Continued
We carry financial instruments, including cash equivalents, accounts receivable, accounts payable and accrued liabilities at cost, which we
believe approximates fair value because of the short-term maturity of these instruments. The fair value of long-term debt is calculated by
discounting the value of the note based on market interest rates for similar debt instruments. At September 30, 2011, the fair value of our longterm debt was estimated to be approximately $17.5 million compared to a carrying value of $15.9 million. At September 30, 2010 the fair value
of our long-term debt was estimated to be approximately $21.6 million compared to a carrying value of $20.5 million.

NOTE 5—ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE
The components of accounts receivable under long-term contracts are as follows (in thousands):
2011

September 30,

2010

U.S. Government Contracts:
Amounts billed

$

64,672

$

50,925

50,097

53,569

114,769

104,494

Amounts billed

24,384

31,753

Recoverable costs and accrued profits on progress completed--not billed

88,667

91,186

113,051
227,820

122,939
227,433

(23,700)

(28,080)

Recoverable costs and accrued profits on progress completed--not billed
Commercial Customers:

Less unbilled amounts not currently due--commercial customers
$

204,120

$

199,353

A portion of recoverable costs and accrued profits on progress completed is billable under progress or milestone payment provisions of the
related contracts. The remainder of these amounts is billable upon delivery of products or furnishing of services, with an immaterial amount
subject to retainage provisions of the contracts. It is anticipated that we will bill and collect substantially the entire unbilled portion of receivables
identified as current assets under progress billing provisions of the contracts or upon completion of milestones and/or acceptance by the
customers during fiscal 2012. The amount classified as not currently due is an estimate of the amount of long-term contract accounts receivable
that will not be collected within one year from September 30, 2011 under transportation systems contracts in the U.S., Australia and the U.K. The
non-current balance at September 30, 2010 represented non-current amounts due from customers in the same countries, and a defense systems
contract in Canada.

NOTE 6—INVENTORIES
Significant components of inventories are as follows:
2011

September 30,

2010
(in thousands)

Work in process and inventoried costs under long-term contracts

$

$
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$

36,729

71,696
(41,575)

1,086

Materials and purchased parts

56

70,225
(34,582)

Customer advances

2,699
$

32,820

At September 30, 2011, work in process and inventoried costs under long-term contracts includes approximately $1.2 million in costs incurred
outside the scope of work or in advance of a contract award, compared to $0.1 million as of September 30, 2010. We believe it is probable
that we will recover these costs, plus a profit margin, under contract change orders or awards within the next year.
Costs we incur for certain government contracts include general and administrative costs as allowed by government cost accounting standards.
The amounts remaining in inventory at September 30, 2011 and 2010 were $6.2 million and $4.2 million respectively.

NOTE 7—PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT
Significant components of property, plant and equipment are as follows:
2011

September 30,

2010
(in thousands)

Land and land improvements
Buildings and improvements
Machinery and other equipment
Leasehold improvements
Accumulated depreciation and amortization

$

15,963
43,416
84,953
5,707
(101,572)

$

48,467

$

$

15,821
42,754
82,129
4,829
(98,064)
47,469

Our provisions for depreciation of plant and equipment and amortization of leasehold improvements amounted to $7.7 million, $7.6 million and
$9.2 million in 2011, 2010 and 2009, respectively. Generally, we use straight-line methods for real property over estimated useful lives ranging
from 15 to 39 years or the term of the underlying lease for leasehold improvements. We use accelerated methods (declining balance and sumof-the-years-digits) for machinery and equipment over estimated useful lives ranging from 5 to 10 years.

NOTE 8—GOODWILL AND PURCHASED INTANGIBLE ASSETS
The changes in the carrying amount of goodwill for the two years ended September 30, 2011 are as follows:

Transportation
Systems

Balances at October 1, 2009
Goodwill acquired during the year
Foreign currency exchange rate changes
Balances at September 30, 2010
Goodwill acquired during the year
Foreign currency exchange rate changes
Balances at September 30, 2011

$

$

7,438
(115)
7,323
(54)
7,269

Mission Support
Defense Systems
Services
(in thousands)
$

$

15,260
4,767
57
20,084
435
134
20,653

$

$

36,735
36,735
81,698
118,433

Total

$

$

59,433
4,767
(58)
64,142
82,133
80
146,355
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NOTE 8—GOODWILL AND PURCHASED INTANGIBLE ASSETS - Continued
Purchased Intangible Assets: The table below summarizes our purchased intangible assets (in thousands):
September 30, 2011

Contract and program intangibles

Gross Carrying Accumulated Net Carrying
Amount
Amortization
Amount

Gross Carrying
Amount

$

$

70,159

$

(27,921) $

798

In-process research & development

-

14,560

Other purchased intangibles
$

Total

September 30, 2010

85,517

(3,457)
$

(31,378) $

42,238

Accumulated
Amortization

38,560 $

Net Carrying
Amount

(15,170) $

23,390

798

1,671

-

1,671

11,103

2,787

(1,553)

1,234

54,139

$

43,018 $

(16,723) $

26,295

The table below shows our expected amortization for purchased intangibles as of September 30, 2011, for each of the next five years (in
thousands):

2012
2013

Transportation
Systems
$
1,692
1,651

Defense
Systems
$
1,138
1,020

Mission
Support
Services
$
11,980
9,557

1,651
1,470
1,380
3,796
11,640

593
209
66
3,026

7,066
4,810
2,356
3,704
39,473

2014
2015
2016
Thereafter
$

$

$

$

$

Total
14,810
12,228
9,310
6,489
3,802
7,500
54,139

Our purchased intangible assets are subject to amortization and we use a combination of straight-line and accelerated methods, based on the
expected cash flows from the assets, over a weighted average period of 6 years. Total amortization expense for 2011, 2010, and 2009, was
$14.7 million, $6.8 million and $6.4 million, respectively.
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NOTE 9—FINANCING ARRANGEMENTS
Long-term debt consists of the following:
September 30,
Unsecured notes payable to a group of insurance companies,
with annual principal payments of $4,000,000 due in November.
Interest at 6.31% is payable semiannually in November and May.
Mortgage note from a U.K. financial institution, with quarterly
installments of principal and interest at 6.48%

2011

2010
(in thousands)

$

12,000

$

3,918
15,918
(4,541)
11,377

Less current portion

$

16,000

$

4,494
20,494
(4,545)
15,949

Maturities of long-term debt for each of the five years in the period ending September 30, 2016, are as follows: 2012 – $4.5 million; 2013 –
$4.5 million; 2014 – $4.5 million; 2015 – $0.5 million; 2016 – $0.5 million.
Interest paid amounted to $1.1 million, $1.4 million, and $1.8 million in 2011, 2010, and 2009, respectively.
The terms of the notes payable include provisions that require and/or limit, among other financial ratios and measurements, the permitted levels
of debt and tangible net worth and coverage of fixed charges. At September 30, 2011, this agreement leaves consolidated retained earnings
of $280.1 million available for the payment of dividends to shareholders, purchases of our common stock and other charges to shareholders’
equity. To date, there have been no covenant violations.
We maintain short-term borrowing arrangements in New Zealand and Australia totaling $0.5 million New Zealand dollars (equivalent to
approximately $0.4 million) and $10 million Australian dollars (equivalent to approximately $9.7 million) to help meet the short-term working
capital requirements of our subsidiaries in those countries. At September 30, 2011, no amounts were outstanding under these borrowing
arrangements.
We have a committed three-year revolving credit agreement with a group of financial institutions in the amount of $150 million, expiring in
December 2012. Commitment fees associated with this financing arrangement are 0.25% of the unutilized balance per annum. As of September
30, 2011, there were no borrowings under this agreement; however, there were letters of credit outstanding under the agreement totaling $84.4
million, which reduce the available line of credit to $65.6 million.
As of September 30, 2011, including the $84.4 million above, we had letters of credit and bank guarantees outstanding totaling $97.7 million,
which guarantee either our performance or customer advances under certain contracts. In addition, we had financial letters of credit outstanding
totaling $6.9 million as of September 30, 2011, which primarily guarantee our payment of certain self-insured liabilities. We have never had a
drawing on a letter of credit instrument, nor are any anticipated; therefore, we estimate the fair value of these instruments to be zero.
Our self-insurance arrangements are limited to certain workers’ compensation plans, automobile liability, and product liability claims. Under
these arrangements, we self-insure only up to the amount of a specified deductible for each claim. Self-insurance liabilities included in other
current liabilities on the balance sheet amounted to $8.4 million and $8.2 million as of September 30, 2011 and 2010, respectively.
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NOTE 10—COMMITMENTS
We lease certain office, manufacturing and warehouse space, vehicles, and other office equipment under noncancelable operating leases
expiring in various years through 2019. These leases, some of which may be renewed for periods up to 10 years, generally require us to pay all
maintenance, insurance and property taxes. Several leases are subject to periodic adjustment based on price indices or cost increases. Rental
expense, net of sublease income of $0.6 million in 2011, 2010 and 2009, for all operating leases amounted to $9.1 million, $8.0 million, and
$6.6 million in 2011, 2010 and 2009, respectively.
Future minimum payments, net of minimum sublease income, under noncancelable operating leases with initial terms of one year or more consist
of the following at September 30, 2011 (in thousands):

2012

$

8,244

2013

6,244

2014

4,679

2015

3,008

2016

1,798

Thereafter

5,365
$

29,338

NOTE 11—INCOME TAXES
Significant components of the provision for income taxes are as follows:

2011

Years ended September 30,
Current:
Federal
State
Foreign
Total current
Deferred:
Federal
State
Foreign
Total deferred provision (benefit)
Total income tax expense

$

$

1,726
1,036
19,436
22,198

8,582
960
829
10,371
32,569

2010
(in thousands)
$

$

16,362
4,611
15,268
36,241

268
69
(1,293)
(956)
35,285

2009

$

$

11,417
3,691
11,090
26,198

2,516
420
420
3,356
29,554

We calculate deferred tax assets and liabilities based on differences between financial reporting and tax bases of assets and liabilities, and
measure them using the enacted tax rates and laws that we expect will be in effect when the differences reverse.
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Significant components of our deferred tax assets and liabilities are as follows:
2011

September 30,

2010
(in thousands)

Deferred tax assets:
Accrued employee benefits
Acquired net operating losses
Long-term contracts and inventory valuation reductions
Allowances for loss contingencies
Deferred compensation
Book over tax depreciation
Adjustment to pension liability
California research and development credit carryforward
Other
Subtotal
Valuation allowance
Deferred tax assets

$

Deferred tax liabilities:
Amortization of goodwill and intangibles
Deferred revenue
Prepaid expenses
State taxes
Other
Deferred tax liabilities
Net deferred tax asset

$

9,303
1,432

$

9,112
-

11,142
6,894
3,444
1,436
15,137
4,363
3,539
56,690
(4,363)
52,327

9,612
6,144
3,246
1,964
13,204
4,762
1,919
49,963
(4,762)
45,201

12,113
11,702
2,472
800
144
27,231
25,096

1,770
2,080
850
4,106
8,806
36,395

$

In 2011 we obtained approval from the Internal Revenue Service to change our tax accounting method for recording service contract revenue.
As a result, deferred tax liabilities increased by $11.7 million in 2011.
The reconciliation of income tax computed at the U.S. federal statutory tax rate to income tax expense is as follows:
2011

Years ended September 30,

Tax at federal statutory rate
State income taxes, net of federal tax effect
Nondeductible expenses
Change in reserve accrued for tax contingencies
Tax effect from foreign earnings repatriation
Tax effect from foreign subsidiaries
Federal R&D credits generated in the current year
Reinstatement of federal R&D credit
Other

$

$

41,176
1,297
480
625
(5,347)
(2,696)
(1,406)
(1,560)
32,569

2010
(in thousands)
$

$

37,072
3,042
324
(1,641)
(2,212)
(491)
(809)
35,285

2009

$

$

29,834
2,672
408
(777)
3,063
(2,523)
(993)
(794)
(1,336)
29,554
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NOTE 11—INCOME TAXES - Continued
We are subject to ongoing audits from various taxing authorities in the jurisdictions in which we do business. As of September 30, 2011, our
open tax years in significant jurisdictions include 2006-2010 in the U.K. and New Zealand and 2008-2010 in the U.S. We believe we have
adequately provided for uncertain tax issues we have not yet resolved with federal, state and foreign tax authorities. Although not more likely
than not, the most adverse resolution of these issues could result in additional charges to earnings in future periods. Based upon a consideration
of all relevant facts and circumstances, we do not believe the ultimate resolution of uncertain tax issues for all open tax periods will have a
materially adverse effect upon our results of operations or financial condition.
We have recorded liabilities for unrecognized tax benefits related to permanent and temporary tax adjustments which totaled $4.3 million at
September 30, 2011 and $3.2 million at September 30, 2010. The net changes in the liability were as follows:
2011

Years ended September 30,

2010
(in thousands)

$

Balance at October 1
Decrease related to tax positions in prior years:
Recognition of benefits from expiration of statutes
Tax positions related to the current year
Tax positions related to tax adjustments recorded in
our acquistion of Abraxas
Balance at September 30

3,168

$

(1,172)
1,797

$

484
4,277

4,809
(1,747)
106

$

3,168

At September 30, 2011, the amount of unrecognized tax benefits from permanent tax adjustments that, if recognized, would affect the effective
rate was $4.3 million. Over the next year, we do not expect a significant increase or decrease in the unrecognized tax benefits recorded as of
September 30, 2011. The amount of net interest and penalties recognized as a component of income tax expense during 2011, 2010 and 2009
was not material. Interest and penalties accrued at September 30, 2011 and 2010 amounted to $0.2 million and $0.2 million, respectively,
bringing the total liability for uncertain tax issues to $4.5 million and $3.4 million as of September 30, 2011 and 2010, respectively.
We made income tax payments, net of refunds, totaling $42.1 million, $30.0 million and $28.8 million in 2011, 2010 and 2009, respectively.
Income before income taxes includes the following components:
2011

Years ended September 30,
United States
Foreign
Total

$
$

44,955
72,692
117,647

2010
(in thousands)
$
60,451
45,470
$
105,921

2009
$
$

45,329
39,911
85,240

We evaluate our capital requirements in our foreign subsidiaries on an annual basis to determine what level of capital is needed for the
long-term operations of the businesses. We provide U.S. taxes on the amount of capital that is determined to be in excess of the long-term
requirements of the business and is, therefore, available for distribution. Undistributed earnings of all our foreign subsidiaries amounted to
approximately $142.0 million at September 30, 2011. We consider those earnings to be indefinitely reinvested, and accordingly, we have
not provided for U.S. federal and state income taxes thereon and have determined that no amounts of undistributed earnings are available
for distribution. Upon distribution of those earnings in the form of dividends or otherwise, we would be subject to both U.S. income taxes and
withholding taxes payable to the foreign countries, but would also be able to offset unrecognized foreign tax credit carryforwards. It is not
practicable for us to determine the total amount of unrecognized deferred U.S. income tax liability because of the complexities associated with
its hypothetical calculation.
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NOTE 12—DERIVATIVE INSTRUMENTS AND HEDGING ACTIVITIES
We utilize derivative and nonderivative financial instruments, such as foreign currency forwards and options, and foreign currency debt
obligations to manage our exposure to fluctuations in foreign currency exchange rates. We do not use any derivative financial instruments for
trading or other speculative purposes. The purpose of our foreign currency hedging activities is to fix the dollar value of specific commitments,
investments, payments to foreign vendors, and the value of foreign currency denominated receipts from our customers. We have derivative
instruments that hedge our exposure to the variability of certain cash flows through August 2015. At September 30, 2011 and 2010, we had
foreign exchange contracts with a notional value of $290.4 million and $232.5 million outstanding, respectively.
We classify the fair value of all derivative contracts as other current or noncurrent assets or liabilities, depending on the realized and unrealized
gain or loss position of the hedged contract at the balance sheet date. The cash flows from derivatives treated as hedges are classified in the
Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows in the same category as the item being hedged.
The amount of gains and losses from derivative instruments and hedging activities classified as not highly effective did not have a material
impact on the results of operations for the years ended September 30, 2011, 2010 and 2009. There are no significant credit risks related to
contingent features in our derivative agreements, and the amount of estimated unrealized net gains from cash flow hedges which are expected
to be reclassified to earnings in the next twelve months is $2.6 million, net of income taxes.

NOTE 13—PENSION, PROFIT SHARING AND OTHER BENEFIT PLANS
Deferred Compensation Plans
Deferred compensation includes amounts due under an arrangement in which participating members of management may elect to defer
receiving payment for a portion of their compensation a minimum of five years or until periods after their respective retirements. We accrue
interest on deferred compensation at market rates, until such time as it is paid in full. We adjust the interest rate semi-annually; it was 2.5% at
September 30, 2011.

Defined Contribution Plans
We have profit sharing and other defined contribution retirement plans that provide benefits for most U.S. employees. Certain of these plans
require the company match a portion of eligible employee contributions up to specified limits. These plans also allow for additional company
contributions at the discretion of the Board of Directors. In 2011, 2010 and 2009, more than half of our contributions to these plans were
discretionary contributions. Effective October 1, 2010, we adopted a new defined contribution plan for European employees that were formerly
eligible for the European defined benefit plan described below. Under this plan, the company matches a portion of the eligible employee
contributions up to limits specified in the plan. Company contributions to defined contribution plans aggregated $18.4 million, $15.9 million and
$15.4 million in 2011, 2010 and 2009, respectively.

Defined Benefit Pension Plans
Certain employees in the U.S. are covered by a noncontributory defined benefit pension plan for which benefits were frozen as of December 31,
2006 (“curtailment”). The effect of the U.S. plan curtailment is that no new benefits have been accrued after that date. Approximately one-half
of our European employees are covered by a contributory defined benefit pension plan for which benefits were frozen as of September 30,
2010. Although the effect of the European plan curtailment is that no new benefits will accrue after September 30, 2010, the plan is a final pay
plan, which means that benefits will be adjusted for increases in the salaries of participants until their retirement or departure from the company.
U.S. and European employees hired subsequent to the dates of the curtailment of the respective plans are not eligible for participation in the
defined benefit plans. In 2010 we recorded a loss on the curtailment of the European plan of $0.7 million, which is reflected in the following
disclosures.
Our funding policy for the defined benefit pension plans provides that contributions will be at least equal to the minimum amounts mandated
by statutory requirements. Based on our known requirements for the U.S. and U.K. plans, as of September 30, 2011, we expect to make
contributions of approximately $4.3 million in 2012. September 30 is used as the measurement date for these plans.
The unrecognized amounts recorded in accumulated other comprehensive income (loss) will be subsequently recognized as net periodic
pension cost, consistent with our historical accounting policy for amortizing those amounts. We will recognize actuarial gains and losses that
arise in future periods and are not recognized as net periodic pension cost in those periods as increases or decreases in other comprehensive
income, net of tax, in the period they arise. We adjust actuarial gains and losses recognized in other comprehensive income (loss) as they are
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NOTE 13—PENSION, PROFIT SHARING AND OTHER BENEFIT PLANS - Continued
subsequently recognized as a component of net periodic pension cost. The unrecognized actuarial gain or loss included in accumulated other
comprehensive income (loss) at September 30, 2011 and expected to be recognized in net pension cost during fiscal 2012 is a loss of $1.4
million ($0.9 million net of income tax benefits). No plan assets are expected to be returned to us in 2012.
The projected benefit obligation, accumulated benefit obligation (ABO) and fair value of plan assets for the defined benefit pension plans in
which the ABO was in excess of the fair value of plan assets were as follows (in thousands):
2011

September 30,
Projected benefit obligation

$

2010

182,542

$

180,711

Accumulated benefit obligation

177,406

175,995

Fair value of plan assets

144,319

143,696

The following table sets forth changes in the projected benefit obligation and fair value of plan assets and the funded status for these defined
benefit plans:
2011

September 30,
Change in benefit obligations:
Net benefit obligation at the beginning of the year

2010
(in thousands)

$

180,711

$

164,622

Service cost

521

3,972

Interest cost

9,233

9,034

(1,984)

8,269

Actuarial (gain) loss
Curtailments

-

226

Participant contributions

-

1,210

Gross benefits paid
Foreign currency exchange rate changes

(5,236)

(5,562)

(703)

(1,060)

182,542

180,711

143,696

132,408

Actual return on plan assets

1,501

13,614

Employer contributions

5,352

3,374

-

1,210

Net benefit obligation at the end of the year
Change in plan assets:
Fair value of plan assets at the beginning of the year

Participant contributions
Gross benefits paid
Administrative expenses

(5,562)

(470)

(555)

(524)

Foreign currency exchange rate changes
Fair value of plan assets at the end of the year
Unfunded status of the plans
Unrecognized net actuarial loss
Net amount recognized

(5,236)

$

(793)

144,319

143,696

(38,223)

(37,015)

43,529

37,727

5,306

$

712

$

(37,727)

Amounts recognized in Accumulated OCI
Liability adjustment to OCI

$

15,137

Deferred tax asset
Accumulated other comprehensive loss
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(43,529)

$

(28,392)

13,204
$

(24,523)

The components of net periodic pension cost were as follows (in thousands):
2011

Years ended September 30,
$

Service cost
Interest cost
Expected return on plan assets

2010
521

$

3,972

2,521

9,034

9,679

(9,979)

(9,334)

(9,569)

832

850

-

-

689

-

Amortization of actuarial loss

85
$

Years ended September 30,
Weighted-average assumptions used to determine benefit

$

9,233

Curtailment charge
Administrative expenses
Net pension cost

2009

692

92
$

2011

5,303

2010

100
$

2,731

2009

obligation at September 30:
Discount rate

5.2%

5.2%

5.6%

Rate of compensation increase

4.3%

4.3%

4.5%

Discount rate

5.2%

5.6%

7.3%

Expected return on plan assets

7.0%

7.2%

7.8%

Rate of compensation increase

4.3%

4.5%

4.8%

Weighted-average assumptions used to determine net periodic
benefit cost for the years ended September 30:

The long-term rate of return assumption represents the expected average rate of earnings on the funds invested or to be invested to provide for
the benefits included in the benefit obligations. That assumption is determined based on a number of factors, including historical market index
returns, the anticipated long-term asset allocation of the plans, historical plan return data, plan expenses, and the potential to outperform market
index returns.
We have the responsibility to formulate the investment policies and strategies for the plans’ assets. Our overall policies and strategies include:
maintain the highest possible return commensurate with the level of assumed risk, and preserve benefit security for the plans’ participants.
We do not direct the day-to-day operations and selection process of individual securities and investments, and, accordingly, we have retained
the professional services of investment management organizations to fulfill those tasks. The investment management organizations have
investment discretion over the assets placed under their management. We provide each investment manager with specific investment guidelines
by asset class.
The target ranges for each major category of the plans’ assets at September 30, 2011 are as follows:

Asset Category
Equity securities
Debt securities
Real estate and cash

Allocation Range
40% to 75%
25% to 60%
0% to 10%
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Our defined benefit pension plans invest in cash and cash equivalents, equity securities, fixed income securities, pooled separate accounts and
common collective trusts. The following tables present the fair value of the assets of our defined benefit pension plans by asset category and their
level within the fair value hierarchy (in thousands). See Note 4 for a description of each level within the fair value hierarchy. All assets classified
as Level 2 or Level 3 in the table below are invested in pooled separate accounts or common collective trusts which do not have publicly
quoted prices. The fair value of the pooled separate accounts and common collective trusts are determined based on the net asset value of the
underlying investments. The fair value of the underlying investments held by the pooled separate accounts and common collective trusts, other
than real estate investments, is generally based upon quoted prices in active markets. The fair value of the underlying investments comprised
of real estate properties is determined through an appraisal process which uses valuation methodologies including comparisons to similar real
estate and discounting of income streams. For investments in the pooled separate accounts and common collective trusts categorized as Level 2
below, there are no restrictions on ability of our benefit plans to sell these investments. The investments in pooled separate accounts categorized
as Level 3 below may be restricted as to the ability of our benefit plans to sell these investments based upon the availability of cash in the
investment holdings at any point in time.

Cash and cash equivalents
Equity:
U.S. equity securities
U.K. equity securities
Other foreign equity securities
Fixed Income:
U.S. treasury securities
U.K. treasury securities
Corporate debt securities
Real Estate
Total

Cash and cash equivalents
Equity:
U.S. equity securities
U.K. equity securities
Other foreign equity securities
Fixed Income:
U.S. treasury securities
U.K. treasury securities
Corporate debt securities
Real Estate
Total
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Level 1
$
340

$

-

$

Total
2,344

4,811
29,936
15,793

34,601
1,312
6,651

-

39,412
31,248
22,444

5,948
2,955
59,783

14,679
19,877
79,124

386
5,026
5,412

14,679
5,948
23,218
5,026
$ 144,319

Level 1
$
566

$

September 30, 2011
Level 2
Level 3
$
2,004
$

$

$

September 30, 2010
Level 2
Level 3
$
1,461
$

Total
-

$

2,027

4,586
28,929
15,412

37,170
1,651
7,213

-

41,756
30,580
22,625

5,659
2,818
57,970

15,509
18,651
81,655

552
3,519
4,071

15,509
5,659
22,021
3,519
143,696

$

$

$

The following table presents the changes in the fair value of plan assets categorized as Level 3 in the preceding table (in thousands):
Pooled Separate
Accounts
$
3,325
47
699
4,071
633
708
$
5,412

Balance as of October 1, 2009
Realized and unrealized gains, net
Purchases, sales and settlements, net
Balance as of September 30, 2010
Realized and unrealized gains, net
Purchases, sales and settlements, net
Balance as of September 30, 2011

The pension plans held no positions in Cubic Corporation common stock as of September 30, 2011 and 2010.
We expect the following pension benefit payments, which reflect expected future service, as appropriate, to be paid (in thousands):
2012

$

6,658

2013

6,871

2014

7,244

2015

7,679

2016
2017-2021

7,984
47,543

NOTE 14—OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
We present other comprehensive income (OCI) and its components in the statement of changes in shareholders’ equity. Accumulated OCI (loss)
consisted of the following:

2011

September 30,

2010
(in thousands)

Adjustment to pension liability

$

(28,392)

$

9,121

Foreign currency translation

13,183

(4,023)

Net unrealized (losses) gains from cash flow hedges
$

(23,294)

(24,523)
1,595

$

(9,745)

The adjustment to the pension liability is shown net of a tax benefit of $15.1 million and $13.2 million at September 30, 2011 and 2010,
respectively. Deferred income taxes are not recognized for translation-related temporary differences of foreign subsidiaries whose undistributed
earnings are considered to be permanently invested.
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NOTE 15—LEGAL MATTERS
In 1998, the Ministry of Defense for the Armed Forces of the Islamic Republic of Iran obtained a United States District Court judgment enforcing
an arbitration award in its favor against us of $2.8 million, plus costs and interest related to a contract awarded to us by Iran in 1977. Both
parties appealed to the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals and we are awaiting their decision. Several potential lienors of Iran’s judgment have filed
liens but have not obtained valid court orders enforcing the liens. We are not aware whether any such claimants against Iran’s judgment have
received Terrorism Risk Insurance Act funds (which would make their claims unenforceable). Under a 1979 Presidential executive order, all
transactions by United States citizens with Iran are prohibited. Therefore, even if Iran were to prevail in the 9th Circuit litigation, it is unlikely that
we would be permitted to pay any amount to Iran. Payments to valid lienors could potentially be enforced; therefore, in a previous year we
recorded a liability for the amount of the judgment and are continuing to accrue interest.
In November 2011, we received a claim from a public transit authority customer which alleges that the authority incurred a loss of transit
revenue due to the inappropriate and allegedly illegal actions of one of our former employees, who is currently in police custody. This individual
was employed to work on a contract we acquired in a business combination in 2009 and had allegedly been committing these illegal acts
from almost two years prior to our acquisition of the contract, until his arrest in May 2011. The transit system was designed and installed by a
company unrelated to us. The transit authority has preliminarily estimated its loss of revenue to be approximately $5 million. The claim seeks
recoupment from us, and possibly from the company from which we acquired the contract, of the alleged lost revenue and an unspecified
amount of fees and damages, which we are currently unable to estimate. We do not yet have sufficient information to assess the merits or value
of the claim, however, insurance may cover all, or a portion, of any losses we could ultimately incur for this matter. No liability for this claim has
been recorded as of September 30, 2011.
We are not a party to any other material pending proceedings and we consider all other matters to be ordinary proceedings incidental to the
business. We believe the outcome of these proceedings and the proceedings described above will not have a materially adverse effect on our
financial position.

NOTE 16—BUSINESS SEGMENT INFORMATION
We have three primary business segments: Cubic Transportation Systems (CTS), Cubic Defense Systems (CDS) and Mission Support Services
(MSS). CTS designs, produces, installs and services electronic revenue collection systems for mass transit projects, including railways and
buses. CDS performs work under U.S. and foreign government contracts relating to electronic defense systems and equipment. Products include
customized military range instrumentation, laser based training systems, virtual simulation systems, communications products including datalinks,
power amplifiers, avionics systems, multi-band communication tracking devices, and cross domain hardware solutions to address multi-level
security requirements. MSS provides training, operations, intelligence, maintenance, technical and other services to the U.S. Government and
allied nations.
We evaluate performance and allocate resources based on total segment operating profit or loss. The accounting policies of the reportable
segments are the same as those described in the summary of significant accounting policies. Intersegment sales and transfers are immaterial, and
are eliminated in consolidation.
Our reportable segments are business units that offer different products and services and are each managed separately. Operating results for
each segment are reported separately to senior corporate management to make decisions as to the allocation of corporate resources and to
assess performance.
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Business segment financial data is as follows:
2011

Years ended September 30,
Sales:
Transportation Systems
Defense Systems
Mission Support Services
Other
Total sales
Operating income:
Transportation Systems
Defense Systems
Mission Support Services
Unallocated corporate expenses and other
Total operating income

$

2010
(in millions)

2009

415.4
392.7
475.8
1.3
$ 1,285.2

386.0
362.8
443.3
2.1
$ 1,194.2

303.4
285.4
424.4
3.5
$ 1,016.7

$

$

54.7
28.7
26.5
(4.4)
105.5

$

164.5
153.9
124.0
422.0
864.4

$

3.5
4.8
5.2
1.0
14.5

$

1.8
4.4
0.3
0.4
6.9

$

$

56.0
37.9
24.0
(5.6)
112.3

$

$

$

$

44.1
19.0
27.9
(6.3)
84.7

Assets:
Transportation Systems
Defense Systems
Mission Support Services
Corporate and other
Total assets

$

$

171.5
144.5
211.6
431.2
958.8

$

3.6
5.4
12.3
1.0
22.3

$

2.2
5.5
0.3
0.7
8.7

$

$

$

172.6
157.2
142.1
284.4
756.3

Depreciation and amortization:
Transportation Systems
Defense Systems
Mission Support Services
Corporate and other
Total depreciation and amortization
Expenditures for long-lived assets:
Transportation Systems
Defense Systems
Mission Support Services
Corporate and other
Total expenditures for long-lived assets

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

2.4
6.0
6.2
1.0
15.6

1.2
3.3
0.8
5.3
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In 2011 and 2010 we recorded changes in estimates which increased the profit recognized on a transportation systems contract primarily due
to revisions in the estimated total costs to be incurred to complete the contract. As a result, both sales and operating income increased by $3.9
million in 2011, and both sales and operating income increased by $4.5 million in 2010. In 2011 we also recorded changes in estimate which
increased profit recognized on a defense systems contract primarily due to changes in the estimated total contract costs. As a result, both sales
and operating income increased in 2011 by $4.9 million.
2011

Years ended September 30,
Geographic Information:
Sales (a):
United States
United Kingdom
Canada
Australia
Middle East
Far East
Other
Total sales

$

705.7
266.0
26.5
115.0
35.5
84.6
51.9
$ 1,285.2

2010
(in millions)

$

774.3
216.3
8.1
60.6
26.9
81.6
26.4
$ 1,194.2

2009

$

666.2
179.2
18.5
39.9
19.3
61.5
32.1
$ 1,016.7

(a) Sales are attributed to countries or regions based on the location of customers.
Long-lived assets, net:
United States
United Kingdom
Other foreign countries
Total long-lived assets, net

$

$

40.7
9.1
2.9
52.7

$

$

41.0
9.5
2.2
52.7

$

$

43.7
10.3
1.9
55.9

MSS and CDS segment sales include $726.8 million, $685.0 million and $592.1 million in 2011, 2010 and 2009, respectively, of sales to U.S.
government agencies. Transportation systems sales in 2011 included $155.7 million of sales to TfL. No other customer accounts for 10% or
more of our revenues for any periods presented.
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NOTE 17—SUMMARY OF QUARTERLY RESULTS OF OPERATIONS (UNAUDITED)
The following is a summary of our quarterly results of operations for the years ended September 30, 2011 and 2010:

Quarter Ended
December 31

March 31

June 30

September 30

(in thousands, except per share data)
Fiscal 2011
$ 284,420

$ 333,968

$ 319,905

$ 346,910

Operating income

27,199

28,045

26,787

30,304

Net income attributable to Cubic

19,908

19,946

20,814

24,100

0.74

0.75

0.78

0.90

Net sales

Net income per share
Fiscal 2010
Net sales

$

250,684

$

264,559

$

331,240

$

347,706

Operating income

20,374

26,132

32,636

26,383

Net income attributable to Cubic

13,663

21,019

22,702

13,252

0.51

0.79

0.85

0.49

Net income per share

NOTE 18 – SUBSEQUENT EVENTS
We have completed an evaluation of all subsequent events through the issuance date of these consolidated financial statements and concluded
no subsequent events have occurred that require recognition or disclosure.
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Report of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm

The Board of Directors and Shareholders of Cubic Corporation
We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheets of Cubic Corporation as of September 30, 2011 and 2010, and the related
consolidated statements of income, changes in shareholders’ equity, and changes in cash flows for each of the three years in the period ended
September 30, 2011. These financial statements are the responsibility of the Company’s management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion
on these financial statements based on our audits.
We conducted our audits in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States). Those
standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material
misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit
also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial
statement presentation. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinion.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the consolidated financial position of Cubic
Corporation at September 30, 2011 and 2010, and the consolidated results of its operations and its cash flows for each of the three years in the
period ended September 30, 2011, in conformity with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles.
As discussed in Note 1 to the consolidated financial statements, the Company changed its method of accounting for revenue recognition with the
adoption of amendments to the Financial Accounting Standards Board Accounting Standards Codification resulting from Accounting Standards
Update No. 2010-13, Multiple-Deliverable Revenue Arrangements, and Accounting Standards Update No. 2010-14, Certain Revenue
Arrangements That Include Software Elements, both adopted effective October 1, 2009.
We also have audited, in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States), Cubic
Corporation’s internal control over financial reporting as of September 30, 2011, based on criteria established in Internal Control-Integrated
Framework issued by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission and our report dated November 21, 2011
expressed an unqualified opinion thereon.

San Diego, California
November 21, 2011
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Report of Management

Management’s Report on Internal Control over Financial Reporting
We are responsible for establishing and maintaining adequate internal control over financial reporting for the company. In order to evaluate the
effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting, as required by Section 404 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, we conducted an assessment,
including testing, using the criteria in Internal Control – Integrated Framework, issued by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the
Treadway Commission (COSO). Our system of internal control over financial reporting is designed to provide reasonable assurance regarding
the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles. Because of its inherent limitations, internal control over financial reporting may not prevent or detect misstatements. Also,
projections of any evaluation of effectiveness to future periods are subject to the risk that controls may become inadequate because of changes
in conditions, or that the degree of compliance with the policies or procedures may deteriorate.
Based on our assessment, we concluded that we maintained, in all material respects, effective internal control over financial reporting as
of September 30, 2011, based on criteria in Internal Control – Integrated Framework, issued by COSO. Our internal control over financial
reporting as of September 30, 2011, has been audited by Ernst & Young, LLP, an independent registered public accounting firm, as stated in their
report which follows.

Walter J. Zable
Chairman of the Board
President and Chief Executive Officer

William W. Boyle
Senior Vice President and
Chief Financial Officer

Mark A. Harrison
Vice President and
Corporate Controller
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Report of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm

The Board of Directors and Shareholders of Cubic Corporation
We have audited Cubic Corporation’s internal control over financial reporting as of September 30, 2011, based on criteria established in
Internal Control—Integrated Framework issued by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission (the COSO
criteria). Cubic Corporation’s management is responsible for maintaining effective internal control over financial reporting, and for its assessment
of the effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting included in the accompanying Management’s Report on Internal Control over
Financial Reporting. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the company’s internal control over financial reporting based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States). Those standards
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether effective internal control over financial reporting was
maintained in all material respects. Our audit included obtaining an understanding of internal control over financial reporting, assessing the risk
that a material weakness exists, testing and evaluating the design and operating effectiveness of internal control based on the assessed risk, and
performing such other procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for
our opinion.
A company’s internal control over financial reporting is a process designed to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial
reporting and the preparation of financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles. A
company’s internal control over financial reporting includes those policies and procedures that (1) pertain to the maintenance of records that, in
reasonable detail, accurately and fairly reflect the transactions and dispositions of the assets of the company; (2) provide reasonable assurance
that transactions are recorded as necessary to permit preparation of financial statements in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles, and that receipts and expenditures of the company are being made only in accordance with authorizations of management and
directors of the company; and (3) provide reasonable assurance regarding prevention or timely detection of unauthorized acquisition, use, or
disposition of the company’s assets that could have a material effect on the financial statements.
Because of its inherent limitations, internal control over financial reporting may not prevent or detect misstatements. Also, projections of any
evaluation of effectiveness to future periods are subject to the risk that controls may become inadequate because of changes in conditions, or
that the degree of compliance with the policies or procedures may deteriorate.
In our opinion, Cubic Corporation maintained, in all material respects, effective internal control over financial reporting as of September 30,
2011, based on the COSO criteria.
We also have audited, in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States), the consolidated
balance sheets of Cubic Corporation as of September 30, 2011 and 2010, and the related statements of income, changes in shareholders’
equity, and changes in cash flows for each of the three years in the period ended September 30, 2011 of Cubic Corporation and our report
dated November 21, 2011 expressed an unqualified opinion thereon.

San Diego, California
November 21, 2011
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SHAREHOLDER INFORMATIOn

LISTING
■■ New York Stock Exchange (NYSE)

SYMBOL
■■ CUB

SHAREHOLDERS OF RECORD AT
SEPTEMBER 30, 2011

INFORMATION FOR
SHAREHOLDERS
Web Site: www.cubic.com
Click on “Investor Relations” for
■■ Corporate governance information
■■ Company ethics policies
■■ Contact information

Cubic will furnish its 2011 Annual Report
to shareholders, its annual SEC Form 10-K
(excluding exhibits), and ethics policies
without charge to shareholders upon their
written request by mail or e-mail.

MAILING ADDRESS

E-mail: investor.relations@cubic.com

Cubic Corporation
Diane L. Dyer
Director Investor Relations
9333 Balboa Avenue
San Diego, California 92123

American Stock Transfer and Trust Company
Brooklyn, New York

ANNUAL MEETING

E-MAIL ADDRESS

The American Stock Transfer and Trust
Company may be contacted through its toll
free number, web site or e-mail:

The 2012 Annual Meeting will be held
in the main conference room at Cubic’s
headquarters.

investor.relations@cubic.com

■■ Shareholder services
(800) 937-5449

LOCATION

■■ 823

REGISTRAR AND TRANSFER
AGENT

■■ www.amstock.com
■■ info@amstock.com

AUDITORS
■■ Ernst & Young LLP

■■ Annual reports
■■ Committee Charters
Investor Line: (858) 505-2222

Cubic Corporation
9333 Balboa Avenue
San Diego, California 92123

DATE AND TIME
■■ February 28, 2012
■■ 11:30 a.m. Pacific Standard Time
Shareholders of record on January 2, 2012
are being sent the required Notice & Access
letter for the Annual Meeting.
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Peer Group Constituents

Peer Group Constituents – See Stock Performance Graph on the inside cover.
The defense, homeland security and space index named SPADE is made up of the following companies as of September 30, 2011.

■■ AAR Corporation

■■ EMS Technologies*

■■ Moog

■■ AeroVironment

■■ Esterline Technologies

■■ NCI

■■ Alliant Techsystems

■■ FLIR Systems

■■ Northrop Grumman

■■ American Science & Engineering

■■ Force Protection*

■■ Orbital Sciences Corporation

■■ Applied Signal Technology*

■■ GenCorp

■■ Oshkosh Corporation

■■ Ball Corporation

■■ General Dynamics

■■ OSI Systems

■■ Boeing

■■ GeoEye

■■ Precision Castparts

■■ CACI

■■ Goodrich Corporation*

■■ Raytheon

■■ Ceradyne

■■ Harris Corporation

■■ Rockwell Collins

■■ Cogent*

■■ Herley Industries*

■■ SAIC

■■ Computer Sciences Corporation

■■ Honeywell International

■■ SRA International*

■■ Comtech Telecommunications
Corporation

■■ Integral Systems*

■■ Taser International

■■ ITT Corporation

■■ Cubic Corporation

■■ Teledyne Technologies

■■ L-1 Identity Solutions*

■■ DigitalGlobe

■■ Textron Inc

■■ L-3 Communications

■■ Ducommun

■■ Triumph Group

■■ Ladish Company

■■ Elbit Systems

■■ United Technologies

■■ Lockheed Martin

■■ URS Corporation

■■ Mantech International

■■ Viasat

■■ Mercury Computer Systems

■■ VSE Corporation

*Note: The identified companies have been acquired or are in the final stages of being acquired. For more information about the SPADE
Defense Index, including it components and methodology, visit www.spadeindexes.com.
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Trademarks & Credits

Trademarks

Photography Credits

Image and Graphic Design

■■ ClipperCardSM is a service mark
of the Metropolitan Transportation
Commission

Department of Defense

■■ Christopher L. Fusilier
Graphic Designer

U.S. Air Force

■■ Nextfare is a trademark of Cubic
Transportation Systems, Inc.

■■ Staff Sergeant Joseph Swafford

■■ Heidi Heiser
Senior Graphic Designer
Cubic Corporation

■■ Oyster ®, the Oyster Card layout and
the Oyster card reader logo are
registered trademarks belonging to
Transport for London and are used with
permission.

U.S. Army

®

■■ SPADE® and the SPADE® Defense
Index are registered trademarks of the
ISBC
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■■ Lance Corporal Austin Hazard

■■ Cecelia Linayao
Senior Graphic Designer
Cubic Defense Applications

